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THE INFLUENTIAL 2007 CARNEGIE FOUNDATION report on legal education, 
Educating Lawyers, found that law schools do an excellent job of teaching students to think 
like lawyers, but have not been equally rigorous in introducing students to the crucial 
skills or, even more crucially, to the professional identity—including values and ethics—of 
lawyers. Our profession, our clients, and our communities deserve much better.

at MSu Law, we are working hard to provide a legal education that prepares our 
graduates for the real challenges—intellectual, practical, and ethical—before them. This 
issue of Amicus focuses on ethics and some of our noteworthy efforts to guarantee that 
students at MSu Law are engaged in and challenged by the ethical dimensions of their 
studies and their professional identities.

Our Frank J. Kelley institute of Ethics is the cornerstone of this important effort. created 
in 2009 to bring the discussion about ethical issues into the spotlight, the institute bolsters 
our commitment to teaching MSu Law students about the heavy responsibility that comes 
with a Juris Doctor degree. We could not ask for a better example for our students than 
the institute’s namesake, whose integrity, professionalism, and dedication to furthering 
the cause of justice is second to none.

We were honored to be joined this fall by Professor Deborah Rhode, one of the nation’s 
leading figures in legal ethics and the second annual Kelley institute lecturer. During her 
visit, Professor Rhode warned that, when it comes to the subject of ethics, “silence sends 
a powerful message.” We could not agree more.

This fall, our faculty approved a major revision of our 1L curriculum. Beginning with the 
incoming class of 2011, all students will be required to take a new Lawyers & Ethics course 
during their very first semester at MSu Law. By starting the conversation early, continuing 
it throughout the program, and deepening it in our upper-level Professional Responsibility 
course, our graduates will embark on their legal careers with a firm understanding of the 
moral responsibilities facing our profession.

Beyond these special programs and the focused coursework, the deepest lessons in 
ethical identity come from our many exceptional faculty, staff, and alumni who lead 
by example within the Law college and beyond. Wonderful stories of their outstanding 
accomplishments and generous contributions fill the pages of this issue. i am honored 
to join with the rest of the MSu Law community in helping to instill the same sense of 
responsibility and integrity in the lawyers of tomorrow.

Best regards,

Joan W. Howarth
Dean, Michigan State university college of Law
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THE MSU COLLEGE OF LAW Board of Trustees welcomed 
four new members to its ranks on September 29.

Elaine Fieldman, ’76, is of counsel to the Detroit firm of 
Barris, Sott, Denn & Driker, with which she has been affiliated 
since 1979. She graduated cum laude from Detroit college of Law 
(DcL) and earned an LL.M. from Wayne State university Law 
School in 1986. Before joining Barris Sott, Fieldman clerked for 
the Honorable John H. Gillis of the Michigan court of appeals 
and the Honorable charles L. Levin of the Michigan Supreme 
court. She has served on the executive boards of Lighthouse 
PaTH and JVS, nonprofit social service agencies.

Douglas Laycock is the armistead M. Dobie Professor of 
Law and Professor of Religious Studies at the university of 
Virginia, and the alice McKean Young Regents chair in Law 
Emeritus at the university of Texas at austin, where he served 
for 25 years. He has published extensively on religious liberty 
and other constitutional law issues, as well as on the law of 
remedies. He has extensive appellate litigation experience, 
including in the u.S. Supreme court, and has played a key 
role in developing state and federal religious liberty legislation. 
Laycock is a 1970 graduate of the Honors college at MSu, a 
graduate of the university of chicago Law School, a fellow 
of the american academy of arts and Sciences, and a vice 
president of the american Law institute.

Michael G. Morris, ’81, is chairman, president, and chief 
executive officer (cEO) of american Electric Power (aEP), one 
of the nation’s largest electric utilities, as well as chairman and 
cEO of all of aEP’s major subsidiaries. Morris, who joined aEP 
after 12 years in top leadership positions at Northeast utilities 
and consumers Power company, was elected to his current 
positions in January 2004. He is a director of alcoa, Battelle 
Memorial institute, and the Hartford Financial Services Group. 
He has also served as chairman of Edison Electric institute and 
the institute of Nuclear Power Operations, and as director of 
Nuclear Electric insurance Limited.

James M. Nicholson is vice president of Detroit-based PVS 
chemicals and holds executive roles in five subsidiaries with 
operations across the country. He is president of the Grosse 
Pointe Hunt club and serves on the board of directors for the 
YMca of Metro Detroit, the board of trustees of the college 
for creative Studies, The Nature conservancy, and citizens 
Research council of Michigan. He is chairman of Junior 

a c h i e v e m e n t  o f 
Southeastern Michigan 
and chairman emeritus of the Michigan Manufacturers 
association. Nicholson holds an economics degree from 
Stanford university and a Master of Business administration 
degree from the university of chicago.

Morris previously served on the DcL Board before the Law 
college’s move to East Lansing. “i was excited about the move 
and the growth potential it presented,” he said. “Our enrollment 
and reputation have grown and geographically have spread 
beyond the historic Detroit boundaries. i am excited to rejoin 
the Law college Board of Trustees and assist in continuing that 
progress.”

 “Our new Board members are highly accomplished 
professionals and dedicated leaders in the legal and business 
communities who will bring a wealth of insight and experience 
to the Law college,” said clif Haley, president of MSu college 
of Law. “We look forward to working with them as we continue 
to advance the Law college down our path of excellence into 
the future.”

msu law board of trustees  
elects four 
new members

 Elaine Fieldman  Douglas Laycock

 Michael G. Morris  James M. Nicholson

“The contributions of our new 
members will prove invaluable as we 

pursue our shared goal of designing 
the 21st-century law school.”

—Joan howarth, dean of msu law



The following excerpt from the Spartan bLAWg is from “The Personal Side of the Law,” which was posted by Adrea Korthase on June 13, 2010. 

Last Thursday, I went to a home fair held at the Nez Perce Community Center. . . . I was there to sign people up for appointments to 

draft wills and other estate planning documents. I talked to people who had worked with the intern last year and had gotten to the final 

stages of the drafting, but had yet to do a signing. I talked to people who hadn’t started and I talked to people who looked sideways 

at my table and said “not yet” as they passed me by. I also talked to kids who asked what a will was. My answer? It’s something that tells 

people what to do with your stuff if something happens to you.

As law students, we are desensitized. I have examples from classes that I won’t disclose here because, while they were funny comments 

at the time, they will undoubtedly seem heartless. When it comes to what I’m doing this summer—putting together estate planning 

documents for people—I see the importance in striking a balance between necessity and sensitivity.

My approach to “selling my product” is that wills are necessary. This is especially true for Indian wills. Many of the Nez Perce tribal members 

hold trust land and Individual Indian Money Accounts. Both of these assets need to be properly accounted for in the will, of course, and 

getting to that point takes some research. If it sounds complicated, it is. . . . I have a diagram to help me. Nothing is simple when you 

deal with the federal government. . . .

Making, executing, and probating a will involves structured steps, forms, and legalese that could possibly make the most interested person 

fall asleep from boredom. That’s why we learn to do those things as law students—we do the boring stuff. However, I’m reminded with 

this internship that the emotional side is an important consideration. Making, executing, and probating a will involves decisions, which 

are sometimes tough. The process involves religion, family disputes, and other matters that the law cannot address. A person’s will, after 

all, isn’t effective until one thing happens—he or she dies. Facing your own mortality is about as personal as you can get.

Amicus / F a l l  2 0 1 0■4 Law College News

Realities
Revealing the

   
     

    of Law School

For more from the Spartan bLAWg, go to www.law.msu.edu/blogs/students.

Korthase, a 3L, worked as an intern at the Nez Perce 
reservation in Idaho. Her placement was arranged through 
a summer internship with the Seattle University School of Law 
Institute for Indian Estate Planning & Probate.

■ (far left) Clouds in the Clearwater River, Lewiston, Idaho

■ (left) Swallow’s Nest across the Snake River from Hells 
Gate State Park, Lewiston, Idaho

From enduring fall semester exams 
as a 1L to preparing for the bar exam,
MSU Law students tell it like it is. For real.

Generous funding from the MSu college of Law Foundation 
has enabled the Law college to pay tribute to important 

figures in our history while recognizing members of our faculty 
for outstanding scholarship, teaching, and service. Recipients 
of three categories of awards—chairs, named professorships, 
and faculty scholars—were identified through nominations and 
selected in consultation with deans of four other law schools 
that have top scholarly reputations.

CHAIRS

in the summer issue of Amicus, we highlighted Professors 
Frank Ravitch and Kevin Saunders, our first faculty chairs. 
internationally recognized in their fields, MSu Law chairs 
have notable records of significant scholarly achievement, along 
with a continuing dedication to exceptional teaching and 
meaningful service.

Professor FRANk S. RAVITCH, the Walter H. Stowers chair 
in Law and Religion, has published extensively in the area of 
law and religion. This summer, Ravitch launched a study  
abroad program in Kyoto, Japan, creating an exciting new 

opportunity for students and expanding the Law college’s 
worldwide presence.

Walter H. Stowers, a member of the first senior class at Detroit 
College of Law (DCL) in 1894, was a prominent African American 
attorney, political activist, and civil rights pioneer.
Professor kEVIN W. SAUNDERS, the charles clarke chair in 

constitutional Law, is the country’s leading expert advocating 
restrictions on youth access to violent media. Saunders has 
testified about media effects on children before u.S. House 
and Senate committees, and he co-authored an amicus brief 
in Schwarzenegger v. Entertainment Merchants, which was argued 
at the u.S. Supreme court on November 2.

Charles H. “Chuck” Clarke, a Law College faculty member for 40 
years, was widely known for his integrity and unique classroom 
presentation style.

Now, MSU Law is pleased to present the recipients of our first 
named professorships and faculty scholar titles, each of whom embodies 
the Law College’s commitment to excellence in the field of law.

■ Kevin Saunders (left) and Frank Ravitch, MSU Law’s first faculty chairs

Outstanding
Scholarship, Teaching, and Service
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Law College News

■ Professor CRAIG R. CALLEN, the Judge JOHN D. O’HAIR 
Professor of Evidence and Procedure

Professor callen, a member of the Law college faculty 
since 2002, has made significant contributions to the field of 
evidence law and theory through his extensive interdisciplinary 
scholarship. He is particularly interested in the law of evidence 
as it relates to philosophy, psychology, and reasoning.

Since 1998, callen, the author of dozens of articles and 
co-editor of a book on comparative expert evidence, has 
combined scholarship with service to the field as editor-in-
chief of International Commentary on Evidence, an experimental 
electronic journal that he helped establish.

Professor callen has chaired the association of american 
Law Schools Section on Evidence, has served on the board of 
directors for the center for computer assisted Legal instruction 
(caLi), and has been a member of the american Bar association 
criminal Justice Section’s committee on Rules of criminal 
Procedure and Evidence.

Judge John D. O’Hair, ’54, is an MSU Law trustee emeritus 
who taught as an adjunct faculty member from 1961 to 1982. A 
dedicated public servant, O’Hair worked as an attorney for the city 
of Detroit, was a Wayne County prosecutor for 17 years, and served 
as a judge for the Third Judicial Circuit in Detroit from 1983 until 
his retirement in 2000.

■ Professor DAVID S. FAVRE, the NANCY HEATHCOTE 
Professor of Property and Animal Law

Favre, a professor at the Law college for 34 years, is 
recognized as a trailblazer in the fast-growing field of animal 
law. a frequent speaker on animal law issues both in the united 
States and abroad, Favre co-hosted the world’s first international 
conference on the topic in 2004.

The author of numerous books and other publications, his 
most recent—and perhaps most important—article, “Living 
Property: a New Status for animals within the Legal System” 
(Spring 2010, Marquette Law Review), urges the creation of an 
entirely new category of property. Favre serves as faculty advisor 
to the Journal of Animal Law, one of only three in existence 
dedicated to the specialized topic. He created and remains 
editor-in-chief of the animal Legal Web center, the largest 
animal law website in the world.

Favre, an advisor to the Oxford center of animal Ethics, is 
also chair of the american Bar association (aBa) animal Law 
committee’s legislative committee. He received the 2010 aBa 
Tort Trial and insurance Practice Section’s Excellence in the 
advancement of animal Law award for his efforts to advance 
the humane treatment of animals.

Professor Nancy Heathcote, ’76, taught courses including Property 
and Equity during her 18 years as a Law College faculty member, 
four of which she also served as associate dean. Heathcote served 
as director of the Women Lawyers Association of Michigan 
and chair of the State Bar of Michigan’s Arts, Communication, 
Entertainment & Sports Section.

■ Professor CYNTHIA LEE STARNES, the LIZZIE J. 
McSWEENEY Professor of Family Law

Professor Starnes’ unique line of scholarship lies at the 
intersection of family law, partnership law, and feminist 
theory. Her critiques of current law and reform proposals 
have provoked widespread commentary. Professor Starnes has 
presented her scholarship in international, national, and local 
fora. Her publications include articles in the University of Chicago 
Law Review, Wisconsin Law Review, Iowa Law Review, and Indiana 
Law Journal. 

Professor Starnes has taught family law to students abroad, 
and commercial law to judges at the National Judicial college. 
a long-term member of the faculty, she co-chairs the MSu Law 
child and Family advocacy certificate program and the Family 
Law concentration, and serves as faculty advisor to the Family 
Law Society.

Starnes was named an MSu Outreach and Engagement 
Senior Fellow for her scholarly work toward community change, 
and was appointed in 2006 as one of only six computer assisted 
Legal instruction (caLi) Fellows in Family Law.

A member of DCL’s first graduating class in 1893, Elizabeth 
“Lizzie” J. McSweeney exemplified the Law College’s commitment 
to offering all sectors of the population an opportunity for a 
quality legal education. An attorney for the Women’s Protective 
Association, McSweeney was the first woman attorney to practice 
in Wayne County.

N a M E D  P R O F E S S O R S H i P S

■ Cynthia Lee Starnes, Craig Callen (seated), and David Favre were 
awarded MSU Law’s first named professorships

Named Professorships
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Law College News

■ Associate Professor DANIEL D. bARNHIZER , the 
bRADFORD STONE Faculty Scholar

Professor Barnhizer, a notable expert in the fields of contract 
and transactional law, has conducted significant scholarly 
investigation and analysis on the rule of law and the “legal 
myth.” His other recent work includes co-authoring an article 
examining individuals’ rights at the intersection between tort 
and contract, and co-editing the secured transactions chapters 
in the upcoming edition of the Matthew Bender casebook, 
Commercial Transactions under the Uniform Commercial Code. 

Known for his passionate teaching style and high standards 
in the classroom, Barnhizer was selected by MSu Law students 
as “Teacher of the Year” in 2003, and was chosen as the faculty 
speaker for the class of 2009 commencement ceremony. 
Professor Barnhizer serves as the faculty advisor for the Michigan 
State Law Review, christian Legal Society, and ViS arbitration 
Moot competition Team.

Professor Bradford Stone served as a professor at the Law College 
for 24 years, and continues teaching Commercial Transactions 
and Secured Transactions as a visiting adjunct. He is the author of 
uniform commercial code in a Nutshell.

■ Associate Professor bRIAN C. kALT, the HAROLD NORRIS 
Faculty Scholar

Professor Kalt’s insightful and engaging body of work on 
structural constitutional law issues and juries has garnered 
respect in academia and beyond. His 2005 article titled “The 
Perfect crime,” which revealed a compelling constitutional 
loophole, received tremendous publicity by media outlets 
including National Public Radio (NPR) and BBc News. Kalt’s 
works have been cited in numerous scholarly articles, treatises, 
and judicial opinions. His forthcoming book, Constitutional 
Cliffhangers: A Legal Guide for Presidents and their Enemies, will be 
published by Yale university Press.

in addition to his scholarly accomplishments, Kalt has actively 
served the Law college through his participation and leadership 
on numerous faculty committees. He is the faculty advisor to 
the Federalist Society and Jewish Legal Society.

Professor Emeritus Harold Norris taught Constitutional Law and 
Criminal Law as a Law College faculty member for 34 years. He 
is highly published and well known for You are This Nation, a 
volume of poetry published for the Bicentennial. Professor Norris, 
who helped draft the Bill of Rights of the Michigan Constitution, 
earned an LL.D. from DCL in 1989.

■ Associate Professor NOGA MORAG-LEVINE, the GEORGE 
ROUMELL Faculty Scholar

Professor Morag-Levine’s research links comparative law 
with legal history. Her primary interest is in processes of 
cross-national legal transplantation, and the connection 
between legal traditions and alternative conceptions of the 
administrative state.

The author of Chasing the Wind: Regulating Air Pollution in 
the Common Law State, Morag-Levine teaches a wide variety of 
courses including Environmental Law, Torts, the Regulatory 
and administrative State, and courts and Social Policy. 
She brings to her teaching a multidisciplinary perspective 
through emphasis on the historical, economic, and political 
underpinnings of the pertinent legal phenomena. Morag-
Levine was previously a visiting fellow at Princeton university’s 
Program in Law and Public affairs and was on the faculty of 
the Political Science Department at the university of Michigan.

Professor George Roumell, an adjunct professor at the Law College 
since 1957, teaches Labor Law and Alternative Dispute Resolution. 
A widely known and well-published arbitrator and mediator, 
Roumell has received several major awards for his contributions to 
the field of law. He received an honorary LL.D. from DCL in 1986.

■ Associate Professor GLEN STASZEWSkI, the A.J. THOMAS 
Faculty Scholar

Professor Staszewski’s scholarship focuses primarily on issues 
of democratic theory and practice that arise in the making 
and implementation of law in the modern regulatory state. 
Staszewski, who joined the Law college in 2001 after working 
as a trial attorney in the Federal Programs Branch of the u.S. 
Department of Justice civil Division, is also the associate dean 
of research at MSu Law.

His recent articles on the problem of regulatory inaction and 
the meaning of democratic accountability have appeared in the 
Emory Law Journal and Minnesota Law Review. Staszewski has 
also recently organized and contributed to two major symposia 
for the Michigan State Law Review on the nature of statutory 
interpretation by administrative agencies and Barry Friedman’s 
book, The Will of the People.

Professor Abraham J. “A.J.” Thomas, a member of the DCL Class of 
’45, was a beloved faculty member and mentor at the Law College 
for 33 years. Professor Thomas—described upon his retirement as a 
“true Renaissance man”—taught Evidence and Conflicts. He also 
served as acting dean from 1961 to 1962. •

Fa c u LT Y  S c H O L a R S

■ (from left) Brian Kalt, Noga Morag-Levine, Glen Staszewski, and 
Daniel Barnhizer were named MSU Law’s first faculty scholars

Faculty Scholars
Amicus / F a l l  2 0 1 0■8

background information: gwenn bashara samuel, The First Hundred Years are the Hardest: A Centennial History of the Detroit College of Law (1993).
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academic staff  

accomplishments
kATHRYN E. FORT, ’05, 
acting associate director of 
the indigenous Law & Policy 
center, presented her paper 
titled “advising—and Suing—
Tribal council Officials: On 
the Scope of Tribal Official 
immunity” at the annual 
Federal Bar association indian 
Law conference in april in 
Santa Fe, New Mexico. Fort 
discussed “The Vanishing 

indian Returns: The Supreme court’s use of History in 
american indian Law cases” this spring at both the Law, 
culture, and the Humanities conference in Providence, Rhode 
island, and the Law and Society conference in chicago, illinois. 
in May, Fort presented “The indian child Welfare act for Tribal 
Officials” at the Building Strong Sovereign Nations conference, 
which was held by the Little River Band of Ottawa indians in 
Manistee, Michigan.

Fort’s 2009 George Mason Law Review article, “New Laches: 
creating Title Where None Existed,” was cited in Judge Richard 
a. Posner’s June 2010 Seventh circuit court of appeals opinion 
in Lantz v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue. The article was also 
cited by the Mississippi Supreme court the following month.

Finally, Fort and Professor Matthew Fletcher wrote the 
historian’s amicus brief in the Fifth circuit court of appeals 
case A.A. v. Needville (5th circuit), an important Texas Religious 
Freedom act case, which was decided in Fort and Fletcher’s 
favor in July.

 Kathryn E. Fort

JEREMY FRANCIS ,  MSu 
college of Law writing skills 
specia l ist, won the Legal 
Writing institute’s Deborah 
Hecht Memoria l Writ ing 
contest award for “Finding 
Your Voice While Learning to 
Dance,” his article on helping 
law students develop their own 
sense of style in their legal 
writing. The Hecht award is 
given every other year to the 

legal writing specialist who submits the best article in terms 
of effectiveness, clarity, and style.

Francis works in tandem with MSu Law’s Research, Writing, 
and advocacy instructors to reinforce first-year students’ 
grammar and punctuation skills and to teach students 
the conventions of legal style. His workshops, one-on-one 
instruction, and optional seminars help prepare students to 
pass a required proficiency test by the end of their first year. 
The Legal Writing institute officially presented the award to 
Francis at its biennial conference on Sunday, June 27, on Marco 
island, Florida.

Arts&Humanitiescorner

INAUGURAL WRITER IN RESIDENCE SANDRA SEATON 
premiered her new play, Music History, at the MSu auditorium’s 
arena Theatre in mid-November. The play focuses on african 
american students near the university of illinois at champaign-
urbana during the civil rights movement of the early sixties.

Seaton’s play was jointly sponsored by MSu college of 
Law, James Madison college, and the MSu Department of 
Theatre, and was facilitated by student groups including the 
Black Law Students association. Seaton and Gabriel Dotto, 
director of Michigan State university Press, held a symposium 
in conjunction with the performance to examine the treatment 
of moral and legal issues in the play and other dramatic works. 
The play and symposium were supported by a $15,000 grant 
from the Michigan Humanities council. MSu Law is the first 
law school to receive a major grant 
from the council since 1978.

SUbURbIA MExICANA: CAUSE AND EFFECT, a photography 
exhibition by alejandro cartagena, was on display in the Law 
college this fall. The exhibition was coordinated by university-
wide Professor Nicholas Mercuro, who teaches Law and 
Economics and has helped acquire art exhibitions touching 
on themes of law and justice for display at MSu Law over the 
past nine years.

writer in residence sandra seaton  

debuts play

cartagena is a Dominican-born Mexican photographer. His 
study explores the urbanization of Mexico with images of the 
impact of the country’s explosive growth of mass-produced, 
low-cost housing; its effect upon land and water use; and 
the empty spaces often left behind. This exhibition was co-
sponsored by the consulate of Mexico in Detroit as part of this 
year’s Bicentennial celebration of the independence of Mexico 
and the centennial celebration of the Mexican Revolution.

Suburbia     Mexicana: CAUSE AND EFFECT

■ (opposite page) Cartagena discussed the stories behind his work as 
he led MSU law and photojournalism students on a walking tour of 
his exhibition on September 16.

Michigan People, Michigan Places
Our Stories, Our Lives

�
�

a new play by Sandra Seaton

directed by John Lepard

 Jeremy Francis



■ in May, the Detroit Metropolitan Bar association 
(DMBa) presented its inaugural Frank Murphy award to 
GEORGE T. ROUMELL, JR., the longest-serving member 
of the Law college faculty. Roumell, who received an 
honorary LL.D. from DcL in 1986, has taught Labor 
Law and alternative Dispute Resolution as an adjunct 
professor at the Law college since 1957. a past president 
of both the DMBa and State Bar of Michigan, he was 
honored for his impressive legal achievements and 
dedicated service to the profession. The award is named 
for one of the state’s most eminent attorneys, William 
Francis (Frank) Murphy, who served as mayor of Detroit, 
governor of Michigan, u.S. attorney General, and u.S. 
Supreme court justice. Murphy died in 1949.
 

■ DMBA immediate past-president John R. Runyan presents the 
Frank Murphy Award to George T. Roumell, Jr.
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JASON MURDEY, 3L, received first place in the short paper category of the Food and Drug Law institute’s 2010 H. Thomas 
austern Memorial Writing competition. The competition accepts papers from law students on current legal issues involving 
the regulation of food, drugs, medical devices, cosmetics, biologics, or tobacco. Murdey won a $4,000 cash prize for his winning 
article, “Preemption of ‘Fraud on the FDa’ Exception to Michigan’s Tort immunity Statute for Drug Manufacturers: Reconsidering 
Garcia and Desiano after Levine,” which will appear in the February 2011 issue of the Food & Drug Law Journal. “adjunct Professor 
Neal Fortin went above and beyond in providing me help and encouragement in writing this paper,” said Murdey. “His guidance 
was instrumental to its success.”

MATTHEW LEFFLER, ’10, was awarded the 2010 Michigan Supreme court 
Historical Society’s Law Student Prize for his paper, “Executive compensation: 
a Theory, a History, and a crisis.” The Society presents the prize each year to 
an excellent student of legal history. Leffler received his award from Wallace 
D. Riley, husband of the late Michigan Supreme court chief Justice Dorothy 
comstock Riley, who founded the Michigan Supreme court Historical Society 
(MScHS) in 1988.

■ Wallace Riley presents the MSCHS award to Matthew Leffler, ’10

Third-year MSu college of Law students DANIEL MAGEE, MATTHEW MARTIN, and ELENA ROZWADOWSkI took second 
place in the 2010 Emory university School of Law civil Rights and Liberties Moot court competition, which was held 
October 8 and 9 in atlanta, Georgia. The group made an impressive showing at the event, which featured 26 teams from 18 
law schools across the country, also taking fourth place in the “Best Brief” competition. This year’s competition problem 
focused on current legal issues concerning freedom of religion and freedom from excessive force.

■ Daniel Magee, Hon. Harold Melton (Supreme Court of Georgia), 
Elena Rozwadowski, Hon. Jane Roth (3rd U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals), Matthew Martin, and Hon. Robert Pratt (U.S. District 
Court for the Southern District of Iowa)

Congratulations to all of our talented and hard-working students!

msu law students 

bring home honorsIn + Around T H E  L A W  C O L L E G E

■ On October 27, ALTON THOMAS DAVIS, ’74, spoke to 
students at the Law college about his experiences in practice 
and as a judge. The visit was presented by the MSu Law Office 
of Student affairs, with co-sponsors including the Black Law 
Students association, chinese Legal Society, irish american 
Law Society, Law Students for Reproductive Justice, Phi alpha 
Delta, and the Student Bar association.

Davis was appointed to the Michigan Supreme court in 
august to fill Justice Elizabeth Weaver’s seat for the remainder 
of the term. He previously spent five years on the Fourth District 
court of appeals and more than two decades at the 46th 
circuit court, which covers crawford, Kalkaska, and Otsego 
counties. He also spent ten years in private practice and was a 
prosecuting attorney for four years.

■ The Honorable Alton T. Davis 
speaks to MSU Law students 
about his time on the bench and 
in practice

■ MSu Law hosted free legal informational seminars on 
three separate topics for members of the public on October 
27. The sessions were held to mark National Pro Bono Month 
and support the Law college’s ongoing emphasis on attorneys’ 
civic responsibility to the community. Seminar topics included 
“a Primer on Rental Housing Law, including the Foreclosure 
crisis” (Elan Stavros Nichols, assistant clinical professor of 
law, MSu Law Housing clinic); “Small Business Legal issues” 
(Reid Felsing, public interest fellow, MSu Law Small Business & 
Nonprofit Law clinic); and “Effectively Dealing with Tax Debt” 
(Erik Vanderweyden and Zachary Oberland, student clinicians, 
MSu Law Tax clinic).
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■ new scholars augment distinguished faculty 

JENNIFER CARTER-JOHNSON, assistant professor of law, 
teaches the Biotechnology Law Seminar, Patent Law, and 
Property. With a Ph.D. in microbiology and interests in 
intellectual property law and policy, she combines her scientific 
and legal training to investigate issues at the intersection of 
biological research and the law. While in practice, carter-
Johnson specialized in intellectual property licensing and 
representation of biotechnology companies. She is registered 
to practice before the u.S. Patent and Trademark Office.

bRIAN GILMORE, associate clinical professor of law and 
director of the Housing clinic, spent five years as a clinical 
professor and supervising attorney with the clinical Law center 
at Howard university School of Law. His 15 years in practice 
included positions with the Neighborhood Legal Services 
Program and the Washington Legal clinic for the Homeless. a 
respected expert in the area of housing, Gilmore has published 
and presented extensively on the topic.

■  (from left) Veronica 
Thronson, Brian Gilmore, 
Jennifer Carter-Johnson, 
and David Thronson

DAVID THRONSON, professor of law and co-founder of 
the immigration Law clinic, teaches constitutional Law i, 
in addition to the clinic’s courses. His research and writing 
is aimed at analyzing the intersection between family and 
immigration, with a particular focus on children. Before 
turning to the field of law, Thronson taught in Nepal as a Peace 
corps volunteer and worked for several years as a teacher and 
assistant principal in the New York city public schools.

VERONICA THRONSON, assistant clinical professor of law 
and director of the immigration Law clinic, engages students 
in policy research, resource development, community outreach, 
and systemic advocacy on issues related to immigration. 
Thronson, who has been a regular commentator for local and 
national newspapers and radio programs on immigration law 
topics, currently serves on the advisory board of the National 
center on immigrant integration Policy at the Migration Policy 
institute in Washington, D.c.

■ msu law welcomes new students  
J.D. Students Begin Law School with Day of Service

The MSu Law class of 2013 arrived in august, ready to embark 
on their law school careers. Students capped off orientation 
week with a day of service—an event that has become an 
integral part of the MSu Law orientation experience.

Students worked at 18 local nonprofit organizations on 
august 21, providing much-needed help while learning about 
the important services that the agencies offer within the 
community. Their work included landscaping and cleaning 
projects for Gateway community Services, Potter Park Zoo, 
and Ronald McDonald House; sorting food donations for 
Mid-Michigan Food Bank; minor building and site preparation 
projects for Habitat for Humanity of Greater ingham county; 
and several other service activities.

Eleven faculty members participated at the agencies, while 
35 student organization leaders served as site leaders and 
coordinated the day’s activities. Students, faculty, and staff 
reconvened at the Law college for a Welcome Barbeque.

 “We are pleased to welcome our incoming class and proud 
to serve our community while helping instill an ethic of 
public service in those just beginning their journey at MSu 
Law,” said Dean Howarth. 
“We encourage our students 
to carry on the Law college’s 
com m it ment to ser v ice 
t h roug hout  t he i r  leg a l 
education and careers.”

T h i s  ye a r ’s  i ncom i ng 
class of Juris Doctor ( J.D.) 
ca ndidates includes 299 
students from 36 states, 
s i x  cou nt r ies ,  a nd 16 4 
undergraduate institutions. 
The class has a median Law 
School admission Test (LSaT) 
score of 157 and a median 
undergraduate grade point average of 3.52; 47% of the incoming 
students are female, and 17% are of minority background. The 
class was selected from more than 3,400 applications—the 
highest number in MSu Law history.

LL.M. Candidates Bring the World to MSU Law

MSu college of Law is also pleased to announce the largest-ever 
class of students entering its one-year Master of Laws (LL.M.) for 
Foreign-Educated Lawyers Program. The program is specially 
designed for those who received their legal training in a foreign 
jurisdiction. a total of 58 new LL.M. candidates representing 
28 countries will begin their studies at MSu Law this year, with 
the highest numbers coming from Saudi arabia, china, india, 
Pakistan, and Korea.

■  MSU Law students kicked 
off their MSU Law experience 
with a day of service at nonprofit 
agencies throughout the Greater 
Lansing community.

Welcome to the MSU Law Family

MSu college of Law welcomed the following new faculty members to its ranks in fall 2010:

“Our incoming class 
brings impressive 
talents and experiences, 
wonderful diversity, 
and the best academic 
credentials we’ve 
seen yet.” 
 —Joan Howarth, 
   dean of MSU Law
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“Modernizing Marriage through E-Marriage”

On November 11 and 12, Professors Mae Kuykendall and Adam Candeub teamed up with the Michigan State Law 
Review to bring legal scholars, legislators, and economists from across the country to explore the many issues and 
possibilities surrounding e-marriage. Discussion at the event centered around the practical and theoretical implications 
of reforming marriage licensing in the united States to meet the needs of modern couples. Participants included 
legislators from several states, including Vermont House Judiciary chairman Bill Lippert; Kerry Abrams, university 
of Virginia School of Law; M. V. Lee Badgett, university of Massachusetts amherst; Anita Bernstein, Brooklyn Law 
School; Jennifer Gerarda Brown, Quinnipiac university School of Law, and Yale Law School; June Carbone, university 
of Missouri–Kansas city School of Law; Howard P. Fink, The Ohio State university Moritz college of Law; Marci A. 
Hamilton, Benjamin N. cardozo School of Law; Gregory Mitchell, university of Virginia School of Law; Joel Nichols, 
university of St. Thomas 
School of Law; Marc 
R. Poirier, Seton Hall 
university School of Law; 
Mark Reed-Walkup, 
Wiedamark LLc, 
GetEQuaL; Allison Tait, 
Yale Law School; Dante 
Walkup, Wiedamark 
LLc; and Bryan H. 
Wildenthal, Thomas 
Jefferson School of Law.

PROFESSOR FRANk S. RAVITCH,
   the Walter H. Stowers chair in Law and Religion

Marketing Intelligent Design: Law and the Creationist Agenda
cambridge university Press
Released: October 2010

Recently a new battle has emerged between science and religion. The battle has focused 
on intelligent design (iD) and the numerous legal, philosophical, and educational 
concerns surrounding it. Resolution of these concerns centers on two questions: is 
iD science? and is iD religion? Despite the fact that iD does not meet the standards 
of scientific rigor, iD proponents have been able to create a remarkably well-designed 
marketing plan aimed at imposing a theistic naturalism in schools and scientific 
discourse. Both the iD movement and some of its most vociferous opponents have a 
vested interest in suggesting that science, especially evolutionary biology, and religion 
are incompatible. This book presents a philosophical and legal counterpoint by 
demonstrating the compatibility between religion and evolutionary biology and the 
incompatibility between iD and mainstream science.

MSU Law B o o K S H E L F

“Legal and Bioethical Foundations 
of Assisted Reproductive 

Technologies”

in the first-ever joint symposium between the two 
colleges, MSu Law and the MSu college of Human 
Medicine (cHM) teamed up on October 1 to discuss 
medical and legal issues associated with the expanding 
usage of assisted Reproductive Technologies to create 
families. Professor Melanie Jacobs, a leading scholar 
on legal issues surrounding the establishment of 
parent/child relationships, helped organize the event, 
at which presenters examined important issues at the 
intersection of family law and medicine.

in addition to Jacobs, the symposium featured Paul 
Arshagouni, MSu Law professor; Richard Leach, 
professor and chair at the Department of Obstetrics, 
Gynecology and Reproductive Biology; Barbara Luke, 
professor at the Department of Obstetrics, Gynecology 
and Reproductive Biology and the Department of 
Epidemiology; and Thomas Tomlinson, director of 
the MSu center for Ethics and Humanities in the Life 
Sciences.

    “Dramatization and Context”

The premier staging of Sandra Seaton’s Music History, 
a play set in the era of the struggle for civil rights, 
provided a perfect occasion for a symposium and 
roundtable on November 12. Speakers addressed a 
range of legal, historical, and cultural questions on 
the dramatic representation of problematic societal 
issues, followed by a roundtable discussion in which 
the playwright, director, audience, and experts from 
several disciplines offered comments on issues raised 
by the play.

Speakers and participants included Pero Dagbovie, 
Kirk Domer, Aaron Todd Douglas, Rita Kiki Edozie, 
Matthew Fletcher, Renee Knake, John Lepard, Ronald 
Primeau, Rob Roznowski, Sandra Seaton, Ann Folino 
White, John Woodford, and Jeff C. Wray. Gabriel 
Dotto provided the symposium concept.

“Persuasion and Ideology: Ideologically Divisive Cases 
in the Appellate Courts”

The indigenous Law & Policy center’s Seventh annual indigenous Law conference on 
“Persuasion and ideology” drew legal experts from around the nation to MSu Law on 
October 8 and 9. Participants at this year’s conference examined the roles of politics 
and persuasion in a variety of contexts, including federal indian law; tribal courts; and 
cases involving religious freedom, race and equal protection, and criminal justice.

This year’s conference theme was inspired by How Judges Think, by Judge Richard a. 
Posner; Are Judges Political?, by Professors cass R. Sunstein, David Schkade, Lisa M. 
Ellman, and andres Sawicki; and Making Your Case: The Art of Persuading Judges, by u.S. 
Supreme court Justice antonin Scalia and Bryan a. Garner.

The keynote speakers were William A. Thorne, Jr., a judge on the utah court of 
appeals, and Philip S. (“Sam”) Deloria, director of the american indian Graduate center 
in albuquerque, New Mexico. a distinguished group of panelists included Raymond 
Austin, university of arizona; Jeannine Bell, indiana university Maurer School of Law; 
Matthew L.M. Fletcher, MSu Law; Douglas Laycock, university of Virginia School of 
Law, MSu Law Board of Trustees; and Paul Finkelman, albany Law School.

L o o k I N g 
A h E A d
Spring 2011: Professors 
Catherine Grosso and 
Barbara O’Brien will host 
a spring 2011 symposium 
with the Michigan State Law 
Review on the effect of race in 
capital punishment cases.

Scholarly e v e n t s

Distinguished Speaker Series

The Fall 2010 Distinguished Speaker Series brought prominent scholars from across the 
country to exchange ideas with the MSu Law faculty and community. The series was 
arranged by Professor Kristi Bowman, chair of the Programs committee, along with 
Professors Adam Candeub, Mae Kuykendall, Frank Ravitch, and Glen Staszewski. This 
fall’s speakers, who spoke on a range of thought-provoking topics, included professors 
Emily Cauble, university of illinois; Deborah Rhode, Stanford Law School; Charles 
Silver, university of Texas School of Law; Neil Siegel, Duke university School of Law; and 
Zanita Fenton, university of Miami School of Law.
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Frank Kelley served as Michigan’s top lawyer for 37 
years, making him the longest-serving attorney general in 
U.S. history. At 85, he still practices law in his Lansing 
office. His name now graces the Michigan State University 
College of Law Frank J. Kelley Institute of Ethics.

The institute opened in 2009, after Kelley’s friends and
supporters rallied together to create a permanent legacy for
his career. in September, the institute hosted its second
annual lecture, an event aimed at giving MSu Law 
students and faculty access to the country’s leading ethicists.

“The institute is about ethics because of Kelley’s stature 
in the profession, in government, and in politics,” says
Dean Joan Howarth. “it was a match between the core 
values of the Law college, the needs of the profession for a 
greater emphasis on ethics, and the identity of Frank Kelley.”

A
foundAtion

of
ethics

Frank J. Kelley
institute of ethics

B Y  A L E X A  S T A N A R D
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MSU LAW’S COMMITMENT TO TEACHING ETHICS

Legal ethics is a relatively new field. in the wake of the 
Watergate scandal, the american Bar association (aBa) drafted 
the Model Rules of Professional conduct and began requiring 
law students to take a course in ethics and pass an exam to 
be licensed. in turn, every state adopted its own body of rules 
based on the aBa’s, and law schools created ethics curricula.

Renee Knake, assistant professor at MSu Law, says it’s 
important to teach ethics because “it’s one thing to learn all 
the rules; it’s quite another to figure out how they’re going to 
operate in one’s day-to-day practice.”

She adds, “We want students to have a framework for 
approaching ethical dilemmas. it doesn’t matter how expert a 
student is in a particular field or skill if they don’t understand 
the laws to get licensed, maintain a license, and execute duties 
to clients.”

Nonetheless, even after decades of including ethics in law 
school programs, legal ethics continues to be “second class” 
in law schools today, says Deborah Rhode, the Ernest W. 
McFarland Professor of Law and the director of the Stanford 
center on the Legal Profession at Stanford Law School. Rhode 
was the featured presenter at this fall’s Kelley institute lecture.

“There’s a concern about touchy-feely, a sense that on the 
hard issues there aren’t any right answers and that you don’t 
want professors to pontificate from the podium and impose 
their views,” she says. “and i think many professors are just 
more comfortable when they can speak authoritatively, and they 
can’t on ethical issues. The issues that are interesting to talk 

about in class are ones where people can stake out different 
sides. it’s precisely for that reason that i think students need to 
think about these issues and figure out what matters to them 
and why.”

Ethics should be taught across the law school curriculum, 
Rhode says. Because ethical issues arise in every subject, she 
believes that all professors need to see ethics as critical to their 
subject matter.

“Students pick up messages and subtexts as well as texts, and 
silence sends a powerful message,” she says. “For professors to 
take the view that professional responsibility is someone else’s 
responsibility is a cue for others to do the same.”

Howarth agrees that teaching legal ethics is no easy task, but 
says doing so is critically important and central to the mission 
of MSu college of Law.

“i know from a couple of decades as a law professor that it’s 
actually easier to teach the most complex rules than to teach 
ethical values. it’s difficult, but it absolutely can be done,” she 
says. “We want to make sure that everyone associated with MSu 
Law—starting with the students and including the faculty and 
the staff and the graduates and the clients of our graduates—
understands that this is the law college where ethics is at the 
center of our education. it’s not an add-on, it’s not secondary, 
it’s absolutely central.”

THE kELLEY INSTITUTE

The core of the Kelley institute’s programming is a yearly 
lecture by a leading ethicist, whose visit includes teaching a law 

“We want to make sure that 
everyone associated with MSU 

Law . . . understands that this is 
the law college where ethics is at 
the center of our education. It’s 

not an add-on, it’s not secondary, 
it’s absolutely central.”
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class, meeting with faculty, giving a public lecture, and writing 
for the Michigan State Law Review.

“it’s about creating some impact in all parts of the 
community,” Howarth says. “if we are smart about who we 
invite, the short period of physical presence has a ripple effect. 
We’re trying to aim for Kelley lecturers who will help us build 
and strengthen the Law college way beyond the duration of 
their visits.”

Last year’s presenter was David Wilkins, a professor at 
Harvard Law School and director of its Program on the Legal 
Profession. During his visit, Wilkins spoke about revisions 
that had been made to Harvard Law School’s professional 
responsibility curriculum. MSu Law faculty used the input 
as the foundation for a proposal to evaluate the Law college’s 
own curriculum.

“Because we adopted something that’s based in part on 
Wilkins’ contributions, there is an impact from his visit every 
day for every student,” Howarth says.

a second component of the vision for the Kelley institute 
is to inspire students by holding Kelley up as an example of a 
lawyer and leader whose priority was to serve his community, 
Knake says. cited by all 50 states’ attorneys general as being 
the one who most furthered the cause of justice in the united 
States, Kelley was the first to create state consumer protection, 
criminal fraud, and environmental protection divisions.

“it’s all well and good for me to stand up in front of class to 
say there are wonderful examples of lawyers we can be inspired 
by,” Knake says. “But having an institute that offers such a 
preeminent example from right here in Michigan takes it to a 
different level.”

THE FUTURE
The Kelley institute is funded through an endowment—

created jointly by individuals associated with the Law college 
and Kelley supporters—that will pay for its programs in 
perpetuity.

The institute will have plenty of thorny issues to grapple 
with. The aBa is currently revising the Model Rules (the last 
round of revisions came about 10 years ago), with an eye to 
lawyers’ obligations when lawyers are practicing from state 
to state.

“Right now, lawyers have to be licensed in a particular state 
. . . but that doesn’t really reflect the reality of most lawyers’ 
practice in this day and age,” Knake says. “With today’s 
technology, they’re often called on to practice in states where 
they’re not licensed.”

Rhode says it’s high time that ethical rules caught up to the 
technological innovations that have changed how lawyers work 
and communicate.

“Technology has raised a whole host of issues on ways that 
bar rules are incredibly anachronistic,” she says. “To have 
these state-controlled rules and governing structure for a 
profession that is increasingly national and international raises 
huge issues.”

Social media use by lawyers also will need to be addressed 
by the new rules, Knake says. Lawyers have been disciplined in 
the last couple of years for complaining about or commenting 
on judges on blogs. Judges now use social media for judicial 
campaigns. Even the professional networking site Linkedin 
can pose problems, since lawyers face restrictions on how they 
can talk about and market themselves. The use of social media 
in the profession raises “really interesting free speech issues,” 
Knake says.

Outsourcing of legal resources overseas and the sort of 
supervision needed in such circumstances is another topic of 
interest in the aBa’s process, Knake says, as is access to justice—
an issue that helped drive Rhode into the field in the 1970s.

“in this current economy, a huge number of people who might 
need access to a lawyer can’t afford one,” Knake says. “There’s 

a need to provide lawyering to the middle class and lower 
middle class in civil situations, especially in the bankruptcy 
and home foreclosure contexts. Many people in these situations 
can’t afford lawyers, but their cases can have life-altering 
consequences.” •

About the Author

Alexa Stanard is a freelance writer based in Ferndale, Michigan.

■  Dean Howarth, Frank Kelley, and Deborah Rhode



■ Why is it important to teach ethics to law students?
[Federal Judge] Richard Posner said, “i can think of few 
things more futile than teaching people to be good.” Nor 
can i. if that’s how ethics courses were designed, none of us 
could get through our day jobs. i don’t think that is anyone’s 
rationale for teaching ethics. it’s important to give students an 
understanding of where the line is before they cross it and, as 
future leaders, an understanding of where the line should be.

■ How did you get started in the field?
i wandered into it inadvertently through work i was doing in 
the family law clinic of the Yale New Haven Legal assistance 
program in the late ’70s. We were open one morning a month 
for intake. if you didn’t show up, you didn’t get help. We 
decided to put out a kit to allow people to navigate the law 
themselves. This was before self-help was available.

The local bar association found out and threatened to sue 
us for unauthorized practice. i was outraged because it was 
so clearly a self-interested position on the part of the bar. 
For people who could not afford a lawyer, costs were in the 
neighborhood of $2,500. Luckily for me as a budding researcher, 
the local women’s organization saw the same problem and put 
out the kit and said, “Fine, sue us. Take the coffee pot.” The 
bar didn’t want to tangle with those women.

So, we compared and surveyed kit users. We found that the 
error rate for the kit users and the lawyer-assisted divorces was 
about the same. No big deal. and most of the clients did not 
get the kind of legal advice the bar claimed was essential.

DEbORAH RHODE is one of the country’s leading experts on legal ethics and gender, law, and public 
policy. She is the author of 20 books, most recently The Beauty Bias, and is the nation’s most frequently 
cited scholar on legal ethics.

Rhode is the former president of the Association of American Law Schools, the former chair of the American 
Bar Association’s Commission on Women in the Profession, the founder and former director of the Stanford 
Center on Ethics, and the former director of the Michelle R. Clayman Institute for Gender Research 
at Stanford. She has received numerous prestigious awards for contributions to the fields of professional 
responsibility and legal ethics, and is currently a columnist for The National Law Journal.

Rhode spoke with us about how the issues that sparked her passion in legal issues are still important today.

 Deborah Rhode

■ Talk about how the Institute got its start.
When i decided to retire as attorney general back in ’98, David 
Sparrow—who is on the MSu Law Board of Trustees—and a 
couple of other people thought it would be a good idea if i had 
some farewell banquets and we could take whatever money was 
raised and put it into a legal ethics program.

■ Why is ethics so important to emphasize at law schools?
By their very nature, lawyers need to have a code of ethics 
because really, a lawyer is a law giver. What is the law? implicit 
in that question is: What is the honest law? What is the 
honorable thing to do? intrinsic to that is you have to have 
honesty and integrity. Lawyers by nature have to be guided by 
a code of ethics and need to have a way to enforce it.

in Watergate, good lawyers found bad lawyers doing things 
wrong. That’s an example of the fact that, when you have ethics 
and high standards, you unfortunately always have a few in 
the group who want to skirt the ethics rules and violate them. 
The temptations are money, prestige, and advancement. it was 
lust for power in the Nixon administration. But it’s the honest 
lawyers who correct the scoundrels.

We’re currently in a difficult situation on Wall Street because, 
whatever ethics were supposed to exist with bankers and 
stockbrokers, nobody bothered to apply them. if you don’t have 
ethically moral types in high learned professions, as a society 
you have no moral conscience. Plenty of things are going on 
out there that people of integrity need to expose. Most people 
tend toward good until they’re tempted.

The more ethics courses we have, the better. Ethics instruction 
is very important. if you don’t know the rules, you can’t help 
police them.

■ What are you doing these days?
i have a firm in downtown Lansing. i’m an elder consultant. i 
work when i feel like it. i talk to clients and give advice and so 
on. i do whatever an 85-year-old man is supposed to do. More 
importantly, i tell younger lawyers what to do, if they ask. a 
profession isn’t like a job. i didn’t become a lawyer to get paid 
a salary; i became a lawyer to be a public servant. You can do 
that until the day you die as long as your mind works.

FRANk J. kELLEY rose from a job as city attorney for Alpena, 
Michigan, to become Michigan’s attorney general at the age of 36, 
the youngest in state history. (He was the oldest when he retired 37 
years later.) He mentored his replacement, now-Governor Jennifer 
Granholm, and became nationally recognized in the area of 
consumer protection.

After stepping down in 1999, he co-founded the Lansing law firm 
Kelley Cawthorne. That year, Republican Governor John Engler 
named him to the Mackinac Island State Park Commission. 
In 2007, Granholm named him commission chair.

Kelley spoke with us just prior to the Frank J. Kelley Institute of Ethics 
Second Annual Lecture.

 F r a n k  J .  K e l l e y

One thing led to another, and i sort of fell in love with the 
writing process and doing it around issues of access to justice. 
The fact that this was a women’s issue and a poverty issue 
pushed me in that direction.

■ What propelled you to devote yourself to ethics research?
Two issues: access to justice and bar governance. We’re the 
only occupation that claims the inherent right to regulate 
ourselves. We’ve pretty much gotten away with it, and there’s 
certainly a theoretical justification for it. You want to protect 
judicial independence. You don’t want lawyers who are 
challenging governments to be at risk for their license. at the 
same time, there are many countries with regulatory structures 
that are much less protective than we have in this country, 
whose lawyers are less involved in shaping the rules that they 
themselves have a vested interest in defining. There are models 
out there that we could usefully profit from and that don’t pose 
the threats to independence that are always raised.

■ How do you see the state of access to justice today?
No one’s talking about it. it’s a shameful irony that in the 
country with the highest concentration of lawyers, the legal 
needs of poor people aren’t being met. There’s a huge justice 
gap and it’s just not on the radar screen. The criminal defense 
system for indigents is a national disgrace. We have a whole 
jurisprudence around sleepy lawyers: How much dozing is 
allowed? What if he’s in and out? it’s shameful. it’s gotten worse 
as the economy has cut into local budgets. •
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Whether coincidental or the signal of an emerging trend, 
the u.S. Supreme court’s docket last term contained an 

unprecedented number of cases involving the law of lawyering. 
a total of 16 of the court’s 86 merits opinions—nearly 20 
percent—touched on issues of legal ethics. in a typical term, 
the court takes up less than a handful of such cases. Whether 
an anomaly or a new norm, the court’s recent focus deserves 
attention.

ACCESS TO LAWYERS
Several of the cases produced outcomes that limit access to 

lawyers and legal advice. in both Milavetz v. U.S. and Holder 
v. Humanitarian Law Project, the court upheld federal statutes 
(a bankruptcy statute in the former case and an antiterrorism 
statute in the latter) that ban lawyers from rendering certain 
advice.

a third case, Mohawk Industries v. Carpenter, questioned 
whether a dispute about the waiver of attorney–client privilege 
for materials requested in the civil discovery process can be 
immediately appealed. Mohawk argued that waiting until 
the end of trial for an appeal would be akin to unscrambling 
an egg after it is scrambled by the disclosure. a unanimous 
opinion authored by Justice Sotomayor—her first as a justice—
acknowledged the importance of the attorney–client privilege, 
but declined to protect it through the immediate appeal. as a 
consequence, parties seeking legal advice may be less forthright 
in the future for fear that they will end up in a similar situation.

The other access cases centered on fee-shifting statutes 
which, by requiring the losing party to pay the winning party’s 

attorney’s fees, encourage attorneys to take on meritorious cases 
where important civil rights or economic and social benefits 
statutes otherwise likely would go unenforced.

Two of the court’s opinions make it somewhat more difficult 
for attorneys to be compensated under such statutes. in Purdue 
v. Kenny A., the court narrowly reversed a $4.5 million bonus a 
lower court awarded attorneys for their superior performance 
in bringing reform to the suburban atlanta foster care system; 
this opinion significantly constrains the availability of such 
bonuses in the future. in Astrue v. Ratliff, the court unanimously 
held that a fee-shifting award belongs to the client—not the 
attorney—and may therefore be offset by the federal government 
to satisfy the client’s pre-existing debt. The attorney received 
no compensation in this case, despite successfully obtaining 
wrongfully-denied social security benefits for her client, thus 
defeating the very purpose of the fee-shifting statute.

Only one of the six cases falling under the umbrella of 
access resulted in a more favorable outcome for encouraging 
or facilitating access to legal advice. in Hardt v. Reliance Standard 
Life Insurance, a unanimous court upheld a fee award under 
the Employee Retirement income Security act (ERiSa) without 
demanding the standard “prevailing party” status normally 
required under a fee-shifting statute. Rather, as Justice Thomas 
wrote, the text of the ERiSa statute allows for a fee award if the 
party achieves “some degree of success on the merits.”

bAD LAWYERING
in a second broad category of cases, the Supreme court 

addressed various harms caused by bad lawyering. Most of the 

cases in the ineffective assistance of counsel category (Wood v. 
Allen, Porter v. McCollum, Bobby v. Van Hook, Wong v. Belmontes, 
Sears v. Upton, and Jefferson v. Upton) raised the issue of whether 
an attorney offered sufficient mitigation evidence during the 
sentencing phase of a capital murder trial. The court reached 
at least somewhat favorable outcomes for the defendants 
in three of the cases, either reversing or remanding the case 
for further consideration.

The other cases involved claims of attorneys delivering 
a prejudicial closing argument, rendering wrong advice, 
and missing a critical filing deadline. Two of the three claims 
were successful.

The court held in Holland v. Florida that the timeline for filing 
the defendant’s federal habeas corpus (unlawful imprisonment) 
appeal could be extended due to the attorney’s negligence in 
missing the deadline. in Padilla v. Kentucky, where the attorney 
incorrectly told his client that pleading guilty would not result 
in deportation, the court held that lawyers must advise clients 
who are considering a guilty plea about the risk of deportation.

in the case of Smith v. Spisak, the defense attorney delivered a 
closing argument so damaging that Justice Stevens wrote in a 
concurring opinion that it would have constituted prosecutorial 
misconduct had the argument been delivered by the other side. 
The court nonetheless held that an improved argument would 
not have altered the ultimate result.

a final case on harm caused by bad lawyering, Pottawattamie 
County v. McGhee, questioned whether prosecutors may face civil 
liability for procuring and introducing false evidence at trial. 

The case settled after oral argument without the issuance of an 
opinion from the court.

WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?
The message conveyed by these cases collectively may be 

even more important than their individual holdings. The 
conspicuous presence on the court’s docket of so many cases 
involving the practice of law and legal ethics is itself remarkable.

in addition to offering helpful lessons to future and 
practicing attorneys, the cases served an important function 
by bringing the discussion of legal ethics to the forefront. 
While it remains to be seen whether the court’s heightened 
attention last term to lawyering proves to be an anomaly or a 
trend, practitioners, scholars, and students of the law can—and 
must—continue the conversation. •

About the Author

Professor Renee Knake’s article titled “The Supreme Court’s Increased 
Attention to the Law of Lawyering: Mere Coincidence or Something 
More?” was the first to present a comprehensive overview of the body 
of cases touching on the role of attorneys and the practice of law that 
dominated last year’s U.S. Supreme Court docket. Her work will 
help scholars and practitioners alike understand the Court’s increased 
attention to lawyering matters. The article appeared in the August 
2010 issue of american university law review.

T h e  S u p r e m e  C o u r T ’ S  r e C e n T  F o C u S  o n

Lawyering B Y  R E N E E  k N A k E
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■ professor bRUCE W. 
bEAN taught advanced 
corporate governance as a 
visiting professor at the law 
faculty of lodz university. 
the course was taught 
immediately after the close 
of the msu law spring 2010 
semester in lodz, poland.

after returning to east 
lansing to present the 
commencement address to 
the class of 2010, professor 
bean traveled to moscow, 
where he taught a five-week 
course on international 
transactions in emerging 
markets to russian, 
european, and american law 
students. during this time, 
his wife, adjunct professor 
and reference librarian 
bARbARA bEAN, taught 
msu law students enrolled 
in the summer semester of 
advanced legal research. 
this course was taught 
online from the living room 
of their apartment in the 
center of moscow.

since returning to msu, 
professor bruce bean, who 
also directs the ll.m. for 
foreign-educated lawyers 
program, has been working 
with the 45 ll.m. candidates 
now enrolled at the law 
college. integrating into life 
at the law school has meant 

quite an adjustment for many 
of these students, who come 
from more than 20 countries, 
each of which has a tradition 
of education quite different 
from ours. he believes the 
entire msu law community 
has done an excellent job of 
welcoming these students 
into our unique institution.

■ professor MARY A. 
bEDIkIAN, director of 
the alternative dispute 
resolution program, 
helped lead the msu law 
commercial arbitration 
team to the final round 
of the american bar 
association law student 
division’s 2009–10 national 
arbitration competition in 
January. eric griggs, a 3l, 
and 2010 graduates Justinian 
lane, Jane moon, and sarah 
stempky vied for the national 
championship in california, 
ultimately finishing second—a 
first for msu law arbitration 
competition teams. professor 
bedikian was complemented 
in her coaching role by 
adjunct professor bRIAN 
PAPPAS and visiting 
professor NICHOLAS J. 
WITTNER.

in march, bedikian 
presented at the institute of 
continuing legal education’s 

9th annual advanced 
negotiation & dispute 
resolution institute. her 
discussion focused on recent 
developments in arbitration 
jurisprudence—especially 
those since Hall Street 
Associates v. Mattel, in which 
the u.s. supreme court in 
2008 held that the federal 
arbitration act provides the 
exclusive bases for judicial 
review—and the legislative 
agenda of congress, 
including the arbitration 
fairness act.

bedikian completed her 
“annual survey of adr 
law” for The Wayne Law 
Review in may. her 75-page 
contribution includes an 
analysis of a long-awaited 
decision, 14 Penn Plaza v. 
Pyett, in which the u.s. 
supreme court revisited 
whether statutory claims 
arising under a collective 
bargaining agreement may 
be arbitrated if subject to a 
union-negotiated waiver that 
is clear and unmistakable. 
the decision’s importance 
lies in the court’s apparent 
willingness to unify arbitral 
and labor law jurisprudence.

finally, professor bedikian 
prepared a formal response 
on behalf of the state bar 
of michigan adr section 
to the consumer law 
section’s revised uniform 
arbitration act (ruaa) 
opposition paper. her 
paper, which endorses the 
passage of the ruaa in 
michigan, was circulated 
to all state bar sections 
for comment, and served 

as the centerpiece for the 
representative assembly’s 
vote in september. bedikian’s 
involvement with the ruaa 
legislation has led to multiple 
speaking engagements.

■ professor kRISTI L. 
bOWMAN presented 
“breaking down 
anti-discrimination: 
anti-subordination, anti-
classification, and education 
in the united states and 
israel” in may at the 
conference on toleration, 
equality, and segregation 
in the name of culture, 
which was sponsored by the 
minerva center for human 
rights at hebrew university. 
in august, she presented 
“states’ intervention in 
school districts’ fiscal 
crises: considering state 
constitutional ramifications” 
at the southeastern 
association of law schools 
(seals) conference in palm 
beach, florida.

professor bowman has 
joined mark yudof, david 
Kirp, betsy levin, rachel 
moran, and James ryan as a 
co-author of the fifth edition 
of the leading education law 
textbook, Educational Policy 
and the Law, which will be 
forthcoming in 2011.

■ clinical professor NICOLE 
S. DANDRIDGE participated 
in the georgetown law 
annual summer institute on 
clinical teaching in June. a 
small group of experienced 
clinical faculty was invited 
to the institute to reflect on 
pedagogical choices and to 
rethink and refine teaching 
and supervision methods.

professor dandridge’s 
article titled “racial 
equity and social capital: 
challenges facing black 
entrepreneurs” was 
published in the summer 
2010 Western New England Law 
Review. the article explores 
access to social capital 
for people of color, with a 
focus on african-american 
entrepreneurs. 

■ professor DAVID S. 
FAVRE, the nancy heathcote 
professor of property and 

animal law, spoke at the 
second world conference on 
bioethics and animal rights 
in august. the event was 
held at the federal university 
in salvador, brazil. professor 
favre’s presentation titled 
“legal rights for wildlife” 
considered the status of both 
individual wildlife and species 
of wildlife under existing 
law, and examined how their 
interests could be better 
represented in the future. 
while in brazil, he also had 
the opportunity to speak at 
another private law school 
on general animal law issues.

■ professor MATTHEW 
L.M. FLETCHER’s lecture, 
“rebooting indian law in 
the supreme court,” was 
published in the South Dakota 
Law Review in september. 
professor fletcher presented 
the 2010 dillon lecture in 
february in conjunction 
with the university of south 
dakota school of law’s 
biennial native american 
law students association 
indian law symposium and 
the journal’s annual scholarly 
symposium.

also in september, fletcher 
presented “consent and 
resistance: the modern 

struggle between american 
indian tribes and the united 
states” at the third national 
people of color legal 
scholarship conference at 
seton hall university school 
of law. in addition to his 
role as a presenter, fletcher 
served on the conference 
steering committee and 
participated in four panels.

finally, professor fletcher 
presented “the future of 
american indian activism” 
at yale law school in 
september as part of a 
discussion on contemporary 
american indian educational 
and legal activism in the 
great lakes.

■ professors CATHERINE 
M. GROSSO and bARbARA 
O’bRIEN completed a 
comprehensive study in 
august that methodically 
examined more than 1,500 

north carolina murder 
cases dating back to 1990 
for evidence that race was a 
factor in charging, sentencing, 
or juror selection decisions. 
the work was conducted 
in response to the state’s 
racial Justice act. since its 
completion in august, the 
study has been cited in claims 
by more than 150 north 
carolina death row inmates 
seeking to prove racial bias at 
the time of their charging or 
sentencing; those who succeed 
will be re-sentenced to life in 
prison without the possibility 
of parole.

professors grosso and 
o’brien will team up with the 
Michigan State Law Review to 
host a spring 2011 symposium 
on the effect of race in capital 
punishment cases.

■ clinical professor MICHELE 
L. HALLORAN received an 
award at the annual meeting 
of the michigan women’s 
tax association in october 
for having served as the 
organization’s inaugural 
president.

■ professor MELANIE b. 
JACObS presented “intentional 
parenthood’s influence: 
if procreative autonomy 
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revised article 9 of the 
ucc took effect in 2001. 
therefore, all cases in the 
earlier edition had been 
decided under the older ucc 
provisions. the manuscript 
was submitted to the 
publisher in July.

of california, berkeley in 
august. in his article, pager 
argues that a new “romance 
with tradition,” while touting 
“the emancipatory potential” 
of traditional knowledge 
rights, instead threatens to 
dampen cultural innovation 
and economic growth in the 
global south.

in september, pager 
and professor ADAM 
CANDEUb hosted the 
“bits without borders: 
law, communications 
& transnational culture 
flow in the digital age” 
conference. the conference 
brought scholars from a 
range of disciplines to msu 
law to examine the broad 
cross-section of regulatory 
policies—from internet 
governance to intellectual 
property rights to cultural 
protectionism—that affect 
transnational culture flows. 
pager presented his article 
titled “digital content 
production in nigeria and 
brazil: a case for cultural 
optimism?” at the event.

■ associate dean 
kATHLEEN E. PAYNE, 
’77, professors DANIEL D. 
bARNHIZER, CYNTHIA 
LEE STARNES, and visiting 
professor bRAD STONE 
edited the chapters dealing 
with secured transactions 
in the sixth edition of the 
matthew bender casebook, 
Commercial Transactions under 
the Uniform Commercial Code. 
the chapters required 
substantial change, since 
the previous edition was 
published four years before 
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Effects of Conservative Economic 
Analysis on U.S. Antitrust, 
edited by robert pitofsky.

professor mercuro serves 
as editor of the msu law 
book series, The Economics 
of Legal Relationships. the 
15th book in the series was 
released during 2010: Patent 
Policy: Legal-economic Effects 
in a National and International 
Framework, by pia weiss, a 
member of the economics 
faculty at nottingham 
university business school.

this fall, mercuro 
organized a photography 
exhibition by alejandro 
cartagena titled “suburbia 
mexicana: cause and effect,” 
which was on display at 
the law college through 
thanksgiving. (See the related 
article on page 11.)

■ ELAN STAVROS 
NICHOLS, ’00, was 
promoted to assistant 

clinical professor of law 
at the msu college of law 
rental housing clinic in July. 
in february, she served as 
a facilitator for the city of 
east lansing fair housing 
community forums.

in may, she co-presented 
“implementing backward 
design in creating curricular 
change” at the association 
of american law schools 
conference on clinical legal 
education with clinical 
professors MICHELE L. 
HALLORAN and NICOLE S. 
DANDRIDGE. the event was 
held in baltimore, maryland.

nichols was selected as a 
session chair and academic 
organizing committee 
member for the research 
unit of the athens institute 
for education and research 
7th annual international 
conference on law. she also 
participated on the “issues 
of death and dying panel” at 
the event, which was held in 
athens, greece, in July.

■ professor SEAN 
A. PAGER presented 
“romancing tradition: a 
cautionary note against 
property rights in traditional 
culture,” at the intellectual 
property law scholars 
conference at university 

includes the right not to 
parent, then should federal 
paternity establishment 
policy be changed?” at 
the joint conference of the 
international society of 
family law and the midwest 
family law consortium. the 
conference was hosted by 
the university of missouri–
Kansas city school of law 
in June. 

in august, professor Jacobs 
presented techniques for 
incorporating greater skill 
development, interactive 
teaching, and skills 
assessment in traditional, 
doctrinal courses on the 
“innovative teaching 
techniques used in second/
third year courses” panel 
at the seals conference in 
palm beach, florida.

■ professor MAE 
kUYkENDALL presented 
“enacted narratives: the 
vote of no confidence,” as 

part of the “narrative theory 
across the professions” panel 
at the 2010 conference of 
the international society for 
the study of narrative. the 
conference was held in april 
at case western reserve 
university in cleveland, ohio.

in may, professor 
Kuykendall presented “huck 
finn and ‘poor Joshua!’: 
conceptions of due process 
and american liberty” 
as part of the “law and 
literature” panel at the 
40th annual meeting of 
the society for the study 
of midwestern literature, 
which was held at michigan 
state university. she was 
also active as president of 
the american association of 
university professors chapter 
at michigan state university 
during 2010.

in early november, 
Kuykendall and professor 
ADAM CANDEUb teamed 
up with the Michigan State Law 
Review to host a symposium 
that brought legal scholars, 
legislators, and economists 
from across the country 
together to explore the 
many issues and possibilities 
surrounding e-marriage. 
the dinner speaker was 
professor marci hamilton 
of cardozo law school, and 

the luncheon speaker was 
professor lee badgett, a 
professor of economics at the 
university of massachusetts–
amherst and expert witness 
in the proposition 8 litigation 
in california. legislators from 
several states participated in 
a roundtable discussion of 
marriage law reform in the 
united states.

■ associate dean MICHAEL 
ANTHONY LAWRENCE’s 
book, Radicals in Their Own 
Time: Four Hundred Years of 
Struggle Toward Liberty and 
Equal Justice in America, will 
be released by cambridge 
university press in december.

■ professor ANNE 
LAWTON presented as a 
member of the “mortgage/
real property issues” panel 
at the twenty-second annual 
federal bar association 
bankruptcy section seminar, 

which was held in traverse 
city in July.

■ an article by professors 
AMY C. McCORMICk and 
RObERT A. McCORMICk 
titled “major college sports: 
a modern apartheid” was 
accepted for publication 
in the Texas Review of 
Entertainment & Sports Law. 
this article documents the 
disparate impact the ncaa’s 
amateurism rules have with 
respect to predominantly 
african american college 
athletes.

■ professor NICHOLAS 
MERCURO’s book review, 
“antitrust law & policy 
in terms of the legal-
economic nexus,” was 
published in Research in the 
History of Economic Thought 
& Methodology. the essay 
reviewed How the Chicago 
School Overshot the Mark: The 
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collateral consequences in 
divorce, child protective, and 
delinquency proceedings.”

in october, professor 
david thronson returned to 
his alma mater to participate 
in the harvard law school 
board of advisers centennial 
celebration in cambridge, 
massachusetts. thronson 
shared his experiences and 
insights as a member of 
the “progression of legal 
education” panel. later the 
same month, he presented 
“entering the mainstream: 
making children matter in 
immigration law” at the 
university of south carolina 
school of law’s race and 
the family conference in 
columbia, south carolina.

finally, thronson spoke 
to both the msu school of 
social work’s continuing 
education program and the 
oakland county friend of 
the court about immigration 
and child welfare matters in 
october.

Visiting Professors

■ visiting professor ANN 
TWEEDY presented a talk 
titled “how the tentacles of 
america’s racialized history 
eviscerate indian tribes’ right 
to self-defense” at the fall 

representatives from the 
securities and exchange 
commission and financial 
industry regulatory 
authority, as well as by 
experienced securities law 
practitioners.

■ associate dean GLEN 
STASZEWSkI, the a.J. 
thomas faculty scholar, was 
presented with the 2009–10 
distinguished faculty award 
by the msu law student 
bar association. his essay 
titled “the challenges of 
fiduciary administration” 
was published in september 
by the Texas Law Review.

staszewski is currently 
working on projects that 
examine the role of political 
preferences in administrative 
law from the perspective 
of deliberative democratic 
theory, and the appropriate 
institutional mechanisms for 
revising the federal rules of 
civil procedure.

■ professor DAVID b. 
THRONSON’s article 
titled “thinking small: the 
need for big changes in 
immigration law’s treatment 
of children” appeared in the 
July issue of the uc davis 
school of law Journal of 
Juvenile Law & Policy.

professor thronson spoke 
at numerous events this fall, 
beginning with a september 
appearance with professor 
FRANk S. RAVITCH at 
lansing community college’s 
constitution day celebration. 
the two participated in 
a panel discussion titled 
“immigration issues in the 
21st century.” thronson 
also served as a presenter 
and panelist at msu law’s 
constitution day event.

also in september, 
thronson presented 
“immigration issues 
in domestic relations 
cases” at the michigan 
Judicial institute’s seminar 
for domestic violence 
referees. he was joined by 
assistant clinical professor 
VERONICA THRONSON 

for a presentation at the 
institute’s supreme court 
Judicial conference in grand 
rapids, where they discussed 
“immigration issues and 

anyone under the age of 18; 
industry groups challenged 
the law as a violation of the 
free speech clause of the 
first amendment. saunders, 
the nation’s leading expert 
advocating restrictions on 
youth access to violent 
media, argues that parents—
not retailers—should control 
youth access to violent 
media.

■ assistant dean ELLIOT 
A. SPOON was elected 
president of msu hillel, the 
Jewish student center on the 
msu campus, in June. in 
august, he was appointed 
to the board of directors of 
community legal resources, 
a nonprofit organization 
whose mission is to support 
and empower nonprofit 
community organizations 
in michigan that serve 
low-income individuals 
and communities, with 
an emphasis on economic 
development, by providing 
pro bono legal services and 
technical assistance.

dean spoon co-chaired 
the 2010 midwest securities 
law institute, which was 
held in october at msu 
college of law. the event 
included presentations by 

constitutional interpretation 
at petre andrei university in 
iasi, romania; the american 
law and religion association 
(held at brooklyn law 
school); Japan’s doshisha 
university and nanzan 
university; and lansing 
community college. 
professor ravitch also wrote 
an amicus brief to the u.s. 
supreme court in the recent 
case Hecker v. Deere.

■ professor kEVIN 
W. SAUNDERS, the 
charles clarke chair in 
constitutional law, taught 
a course in comparative 
free expression at yeditepe 
university in istanbul, turkey, 
in summer 2010. he also 
taught a u.s. constitutional 
law course in the msu law 
program at the university of 
bialystok in poland.
 professor saunders co-
authored an amicus brief 
for common sense media 
in support of california’s 
appeal in Schwarzenegger 
v. Entertainment Merchants 
Association, a case that 
was argued before the 
u.s. supreme court on 
november 2. the case 
involves a california statute 
prohibiting the sale of 
violent video games to 
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 Glen Staszewski

 David B. Thronson
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■ professor FRANk S. 
RAVITCH, the walter h. 
stowers chair in law and 
religion, directed and taught 
in the new study abroad 
program in Kyoto, Japan, in 
summer 2010. the program 
was held at doshisha law 
school, where ravitch was 
a fulbright scholar on the 
faculty of law in 2001. the 
program included students 
from msu law and three 
other u.s. law schools.

professor ravitch’s new 
book, Marketing Intelligent 
Design: Law and the Creationist 
Agenda, was released in 
october by cambridge 
university press. professor 
ravitch also continues work 
on Religion and the State in 
American Law, a treatise co-
authored by scott idleman 
(marquette university law 
school) and the late boris 
bittker (yale law school), 
and supported by a grant 
from the lilly endowment. 
his chapter on law and 
religion will be published 
in the Columbia Guide to 
Religion in America (columbia 
university press, forthcoming 
2011).

since may 1, professor 
ravitch has spoken about 
law and religion and/or 

 Kevin W. Saunders

2010 critical legal studies 
conference. the “uproot 
sow cultivate” conference 
was held in september by the 
crit, a critical legal studies 
journal published by the 
university of idaho college 
of law.

■ visiting professor 
NICHOLAS J. WITTNER 
spoke in april at the 
american bar association 
tort trial & insurance 
practice section’s annual 
seminar on emerging issues 
in motor vehicle product 
liability litigation, which 
was held in phoenix, arizona. 
wittner, who served for 20 
years as an assistant general 
counsel for the nissan north 
america legal department, 
moderated and spoke on two 
panels, “product liability in 
transition” and “the tenth 
anniversary of product 
liability restatement.”
 as one of the nation’s 
leading experts on 
preemption law, professor 
wittner was interviewed and 
quoted in may in the BNA 
Product Safety and Liability 
Reporter about Williamson v. 
Mazda, a case involving the 
preemption defense that 
is before the u.s. supreme 
court this fall. in august, he 

published “the toyota recall 
crisis: not Just another 
re-tread” in Law Journal 
Newsletter’s Product Liability 
Law and Strategy. wittner is a 
member of the lJn board of 
editors.
 finally, wittner spoke at 
the american conference 
institute’s 3rd annual 
advanced forum on 
defending and managing 
automotive product liability 
litigation, which was held 
in chicago in september. 
wittner spoke on three 
panels, including “averting 
and managing crises,” a 
panel about working with 
government agencies and the 
media in the event of major 
product recalls; a panel on 
reducing litigation costs and 
resolving product liability 
litigation more promptly for 
all parties; and “tackling the 
preemption issue: examining 
the current viability of the 
defense in auto product 
liability cases,” which 
addressed a cutting-edge 
issue that could change 
the landscape of product 
liability law.

 Nicholas J. Wittner

 Frank S. Ravitch

 Ann Tweedy
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Dear alumni and Friends: 
 as 2010 comes to a close, we 
hope you will consider making 
a year-end gift to help support 
the many important initiatives 
under way at MSu Law.
 as a not-for-profit entity that 
receives no state funding, the 
Law college depends on the 
generosity of MSu Law and 
Detroit college of Law (DcL) 
alumni and friends to remain 

accessible and competitive in today’s challenging professional 
environment. Your support has made our accomplishments 
possible, and it will remain critical as we continue our path of 
excellence into the future.
 MSu college of Law is committed to preparing thoughtful, 
enterprising lawyers who will help shape the global economy. 
unfortunately, however, many of these future lawyers have 
major concerns over whether they will be able to pay back the 
significant debt they will face upon graduation. You can help.
 By making a philanthropic gift to MSu Law, you can ease the 
financial burden that stands in the way of many talented men 
and women who hope to follow in your footsteps. i am sure that 
many of you appreciate what scholarship support can mean to 
a student; by giving back, you can pay it forward. You can allow 
Dean Howarth to put your gift toward the area of greatest need, 
or you can direct your gift to a specific program, including new 

scholarships for the Moot court & Trial advocacy program, 
Michigan State Law Review, Black Law Students association, and 
the alumni association Legacy Scholarship for children and 
grandchildren of DcL/MSu Law alumni.
 The impressive results achieved in three newly implemented 
outreach and philanthropic initiatives underscore the 
generosity of our alumni and friends. This year’s all university 
Faculty and Staff campaign netted a 91.5 percent overall 
participation rate at the Law college and more than $35,000 
for student programs and scholarships. Our first-ever Law 
Firm challenge raised more than $40,000 while sparking a 
bit of friendly competition among the 20 participating firms; 
seven firms even reached the goal of 100 percent participation. 
Equally inspiring was the first-ever 3L campaign, in which 40 
percent of our class of 2010 graduates made gifts or pledges 
to the Law college.
 Whether you are at the height of your career, retired from a 
successful practice, or just starting out in the legal profession, 
i encourage you to make a gift that fits into your family and 
personal planning—a gift of which you will be proud. all gifts 
are important and appreciated. Help us continue to build a 
culture of giving at MSu college of Law.
 Thank you in advance for your interest. To make a gift, visit 
www.law.msu.edu/donate or call me at 517-432-6840. Gifts 
sent in the mail must be postmarked by December 31 to count 
on this year’s taxes. i look forward to meeting many more of 
our great alumni in 2011. Together, we can make a difference.

Warm regards,

Tina Kashat casoli
Director, Office of advancement

in Legal education
A MessAge FroM THe dIreCTor

CoNsIder A YeAr-eNd gIFT To MsU LAW: 
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NomiNate DistiNguisheD alumNi!
The MSu college of Law alumni association proudly recognizes prominent alumni each year with the presentation 
of the George N. Bashara, Jr., ’60, Distinguished alumni award. This prestigious award recognizes contributions to 
the field of law, as well as outstanding service to the Law college and the community. up to four awards may be 
presented annually.

Please visit www.law.msu.edu/alumni or contact the Office of advancement at 517-432-6840 or alumni@law.msu.edu to 
submit nominations for this distinguished award. Recipients will be recognized at the spring commencement ceremony.

John F. Schaefer, ’69, recently made an extraordinarily 
generous $6 million gift to name the MSu college of Law 

Library and endow a chair in matrimonial law. Schaefer is one 
of the country’s most highly respected lawyers in the field of 
matrimonial law, which he has practiced for more than 40 years.

Schaefer, a trustee emeritus, also taught Family Law for more 
than 30 years as an adjunct professor at the Law college. a 
member of the Board of Trustees from 1985 to 2001, he was 
involved in the decision to bring Detroit college of Law to MSu.

The John F. Schaefer Law Library was dedicated on 
November 4. updated signage reflecting the library’s new name 
will serve to recognize Schaefer’s generosity and dedication to 
helping prepare the lawyers of tomorrow.

“We are thrilled to be able to name the library for John,” 
said Tina Kashat casoli, director of the Office of advancement. 
“John has been a steadfast donor and a very involved alumnus 
over many years. We are fortunate to call him one of our 
graduates.”

in addition to earning his Juris Doctor degree at Detroit 
college of Law, Schaefer received a bachelor’s degree from 
Michigan State university and an honorary doctor of law degree 
from the Law college.

■ (top right) John F. Schaefer spoke at the November 4 event 
celebrating the renaming of the Law Library in his honor.

■ (bottom right) John F. Schaefer; Dean Joan Howarth; and 
President Clif Haley

SChaeFer endowS Chair,  

nameS Law 
Library



70
■ dennis w. archer, ’70, chairman emeritus at dickinson 
wright, was selected to be one of six fellows at the institute 
of politics at the John f. Kennedy school of government at 
harvard university.

■ herschel p. finK, ’72, a partner at honigman 
miller schwartz and cohn, was awarded “the 2010 first 
amendment award” by the society of professional Journalists. 
fink’s selection for this award was based on his journalism 
experience and distinguished defense of the first amendment.

■ william J. ewald, ’73, was made chair of the 
admissions committee for the federation of defense & 
corporate counsel for the fourth consecutive year. he was 
also named to the board of the field neurosciences institute 
for 2010.

■ victor and victor, the firm of richard s. victor, ’75, 
was recognized as a first-tier u.s. law firm for its work in 
family law by U.S. News and World Report. the firm will be 
listed in a special “best law firms” edition of the magazine.

■ mary m. fowlie, ’76, was hired by first michigan bank 
as managing director of regulatory affairs. she will serve as 
the bank’s compliance officer and community reinvestment 
act officer.

■ ronald a. deneweth, ’77, was selected to be the 51st 
chair on the ymca of metropolitan detroit historic board of 
directors.

■ greg JanKs, ’77, was selected as a “top lawyer for 
2010” by DBusiness.

■ alan c. rudZewicZ, ’77, was hired by strobl & sharp 
as a shareholder. rudzewicz practices estate planning/
administration, business law, and real estate.

80
■ william g. abbatt, ’82, of brooks Kushman, was 
reappointed as co-chairman of the federal bar association’s 
intellectual property law section, eastern district michigan 
chapter.

■ william lansat, ’83, was reappointed by michigan 
governor Jennifer granholm to the governor’s task force on 
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children’s Justice for another two-year term. he has served 
on the task force since he was first appointed by governor 
John engler in 2000.

■ Judith cunningham, ’83, received the “women in the 
law 2010” award from Michigan Lawyers Weekly.

■ Kathryn l. ossian, ’84, of miller canfield, was elected 
to serve a three-year term on the board of governors of the 
armenian bar association.

■ michael J. watZa, ’85, was elected in august to the 
national association of telecommunications officers and 
advisors by its membership of city telecommunications 
directors from across the country. as a board member, he 
will help guide the organization on legal and public policy 
telecommunications issues in congress, at the federal 
communications commission, and in courts.

■ geoffrey s. gallinger, ’87, of butzel long, was 
reappointed as chair of the salvation army detroit 
metropolitan advisory board for 2010–11.

■ clara d. mager, ’87, was elected president of the 
italian american bar association of michigan.

90
■ dr. fares m. elias, ’90, was selected to be the president 
of the academy of general dentistry during the 2010 annual 
meeting in new orleans.

■ tracey salinsKi, ’91, of arnstein & lehr, was promoted 
to partner in the business organizations and transactions 
and health care practice groups in the firm’s chicago office.

■ patricia e. Kefalas dudeK, ’92, of patricia e. Kefalas 
dudek & associates, became a member of the national 
academy of elder law attorneys council of advanced 
practitioners (cap). cap membership is available only to 
attorneys who have made substantial contributions to elder 
or special needs law.

■ reginald a. pacis, ’92, of butzel long, was named 
chair of the american immigration lawyers association’s 
national customs border protection liaison committee.

■ John a. vanophem, ’93, joined the firm dobrusin 
thennisch as a shareholder. he will be practicing intellectual 
property law. he currently serves on the board of directors 
of the michigan intellectual property lawyers association.
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dsend us your notes! 

we encourage all alumni 
to contribute information 
on accomplishments 
and special recognition 
in the legal profession 
and other fields.

to submit your notes, 
please e-mail 
alumni@law.msu.edu 
or go to 
www.law.msu.edu/amicus.
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s ■ James d. molenaar, ’95, of the state attorney’s 
office in naples, florida, received a master of business 
administration degree from the university of florida. 
molenaar is assigned to the collier county economic crimes 
unit as its prosecutor.

■ sherrie l. farrell, ’97, of dykema, was elected to the 
board of directors of the legal aid and defender association, 
inc., until december 31, 2011. she also was appointed chair 
of the firm’s diversity committee.

■ James w. metZ, ii, ’97, is employed at the michigan 
office of the attorney general’s criminal division in lansing.

00
■ nels a. christopherson, ’01, was promoted to 
shareholder of Kendricks, bordeau, adamini, chilman & 
greenlee.

■ colin t. darKe, ’04, was juried into the 18th annual 
national Juried exhibition at the bowery gallery in the 
chelsea district of new york city. darke and 34 other artists 
were selected from more than 400 artists by rackstraw 
downes.

■ brian sims, ’04, is a recipient of the national lgbt bar 
association’s inaugural “best lgbt lawyer under 40 award.”

■ holli wallace, ’04, joined common ground in 
bloomfield hills as its legal services manager.

■ shannon burKe, ’05, joined schiller, ducanto & fleck 
in chicago, illinois, as an associate attorney. burke is also 
president-elect of the msu college of law alumni association 
board.

■ christopher m. hogg, ’06, was recently hired to 
gasiorek, morgan & greco as an associate attorney.

■ Kristi l. KoZubal, ’06, opened a new firm, learman 
Kozubal, in bay city.

■ shivaugn rayl, ’06, was hired to be the campaign 
manager for the north carolina sustainable food systems 
coalition.

■ James c. sidou, ’06, joined the lakeland, florida, office 
of grayrobinson in the litigation practice group.

■ robert t. taylor, ’06, of o’Keefe & associates, earned 
the certified valuation analyst designation from the national 
association of certified valuation analysts.

■ david e. lacasse, ’07, announces the formation 
of schaedler & lacasse. the firm specializes in the 
representation of cities, villages, and townships, along with 
an active alternative dispute resolution practice. the firm also 
provides services in estate planning, personal and commercial 
litigation, and family law.

■ dana b. KrulewitZ, ’08, joined brownstein hyatt 
farber schreck in its las vegas, nevada, office.

■ Jon poli, ’08, was hired by pietragallo gordon alfano 
bosick & raspanti in pittsburgh, pennsylvania.

■ leigh a. hansmann, ’09, was hired by oade, stroud & 
Kleiman.

■ erica e. l. huddas, ’09, joined foster swift collins & 
smith as a new associate working with the trusts & estates 
practice group.

■ megan a. mccarthy, ’09, was hired to the law office 
of gregory c. nikitas. the firm represents clients in criminal 
law, commercial litigation, and family law.

■ nicholas m. oertel, ’09, joined foster swift collins & 
smith as a new associate working with the trusts & estates 
practice group.

■ aaron t. seybert, ’09, was hired with J.p. morgan 
chase in chicago, illinois, as assistant vice president in the 
new markets tax credit group. he married veronica farley, 
’08, in June.

■ nicole e. stratton, ’09, joined foster swift collins & 
smith as a new associate in the firm’s business & corporate 
practice group.

■ christopher l. taylor, ’09, joined the law office of 
steve sielatycki as associate counsel.

Dennis A. Martin, ’89, was incorrectly listed under “In Memoriam” in the 
Summer 2010 issue of amicus. Mr. Martin continues to practice law in 
Charlevoix, Michigan. Michigan State University College of Law sincerely 
regrets this error.
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In Memoriam

Norman A. Tibbits, ’33, 
 on July 16, 2009
Gerald P. Laracy, ’50, 
 on January 27, 2010 
Ralph S. Moore, ’50, 
 on July 12, 2010
Matry G. Thomas, ’50, 
 on July 28, 2010
Richard C. Walsh, ’58, 
 on February 23, 2010
John G. Ellis, ’60, 
 on April 15, 2010
Harry E. Roer, ’64, 
 on February 10, 2010 
Robert J. McClear, ’66, 
 on July 25, 2009
Gerald M. Blank, ’69, 
 on June 9, 2009 
Gene M. Currier, ’69, 
 on July 17, 2010
James C. Devries, ’69, 
 on October 8, 2010 
Franklin D. Gettleson, ’69, 
 on April 24, 2010
James J. Zimmer, ’71, 
 on March 7, 2010
George J. Tarasuk, ’72, 
 on June 28, 2009
Sharon L. Boelio, ’75, 
 on January 25, 2010 
Konrad Stauch, ’76, 
 on January 20, 2010 
Neil A. Kay, ’77, 
 on February 26, 2010 
Craig J. Drewett, ’78, 
 on March 25, 2010
Earl R. Norris, ’79, 
 on May 22, 2010 
Patricia Johnson, ’80, 
 on July 17, 2010
Geno T. Zayid, ’84, 
 on January 2, 2010
Sean A. McPhillips, ’91, 
 on August 13, 2009 
Michael Fredericks, ’92, 
 on February 20, 2010
Mark A. Mullins, ’07, 
 on December 29, 2009
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■ super lawyers
william g. abbatt, ’82
albert b. addis, ’80
shereef h. akeel, ’96
denise r. alexander, ’76
brian c. andress, ’07
nicholas s. andrews, ’89
dennis w. archer, ’70
charles r. ash iii, ’85
michael p. ashcraft Jr., ’92
Janet callahan barnes, ’79
steven l. barney, ’72
patrick t. barone, ’91
dorothy hanigan basmaji, ’86
thomas r. behm, ’86
douglas c. bernstein, ’82
richard a. bone, ’68
Joseph a. bonventre, ’83
thomas r. bowen, ’98
thomas p. branigan, ’88
Kenneth t. brooks, ’81
patrick J. bruetsch, ’77
Jennifer m. buckley, ’86
rex a. burgess, ’89
Joseph p. buttiglieri, ’76
thomas g. cardelli, ’80
donald f. carney Jr., ’76
william m. cassetta, ’80
carl e. chioini, ’71
david w. christensen, ’72
lisabeth h. coakley, ’81
steven J. cohen, ’91
william g. coon, ’76
dennis g. cowan, ’84
James p. cunningham, ’80
matthew g. curtis, ’85
mark l. dailey, ’78
edward c. dawda, ’77
ronald a. deneweth, ’77
charles c. dewitt Jr., ’76
frederick d. dilley, ’75
timothy a. dinan, ’93
lawrence r. donaldson, ’69
gary l. dovre, ’77
Jerry m. ellis, ’68
scott m. erskine, ’96
patrick a. facca, ’84
Joanna b. faycurry, ’87
herschel p. fink, ’72
neil h. fink, ’67
deborah l. fish, ’84
charles w. fisher, ’79
richard d. fox, ’76
Jerome a. galante, ’81
linda m. garbarino, ’85
arthur a. garton, ’85
donald J. gasiorek, ’75
michael d. gibson, ’80
randall J. gillary, ’79
robert m. giroux, ’93
stephen b. goethel, ’79
edward d. gold, ’64
barbara h. goldman, ’92
scott a. goodwin, ’86
russell gregory, ’86
david griem, ’73
gilbert gugni, ’75
steven a. harms, ’75

david e. hart, ’91
harvey r. heller, ’76
dale l. herbert, ’79
maurice herskovic, ’74
craig e. hilborn, ’89
michael d. hills, ’98
richard w. hoffmann, ’89
william h. horton, ’80
J. michael huget, ’86
harry ingleson ii, ’76
maurice g. Jenkins, ’81
steven p. Joppich, ’94
david a. Kanaan, ’75
thomas m. Keranen, ’81
James r. Kohl, ’69
dean Koulouras, ’73
Jeffrey s. Kragt, ’98
craig w. lange, ’76
michael J. lebow, ’82
elise s. levasseur, ’85
lawrence a. lichtman, ’83
michael d. lieberman, ’85
wallace g. long, ’82
timothy J. lozen, ’85
roy a. luttmann, ’87
Jeffrey d. malin, ’84
george p. mann, ’75
James n. martin, ’68
cary s. mcgehee, ’89
gerald e. mcglynn iii, ’88
charles r. mcKone, ’74
marc J. mendelson, ’94
cynthia e. merry, ’82
gregory e. meter, ’79
John f. mills, ’77
dennis m. mitzel, ’77
paul f. monicatti, ’78
stanley c. moore iii, ’73
amy n. morrissey, ’95
sam g. morgan, ’84
John e. nemazi, ’81
John d. nickola, ’66
frank nizio, ’76
Jules b. olsman, ’78
James m. olson, ’71
Kathryn l. ossian, ’84
david m. ottenwess, ’86
reginald a. pacis, ’96
mark w. peyser, ’83
edward d. plato, ’78
bruce m. pregler, ’86
matthew c. Quinn, ’03
carl t. rashid Jr., ’74
richard d. reed, ’61
James a. reiter, ’68
david a. robinson, ’85
martin l. rogalski, ’79
scott w. rooney, ’89
norman h. rosen, ’71
don l. rosenberg, ’79
robert p. roth, ’76
e. todd sable, ’94
dennis b. schultz, ’77
lawrence m. scott, ’79
Kevin h. seiferheld, ’98
roy c. sgroi, ’77
howard s. sher, ’85
Judith a. sherman, ’95
franci b. silver, ’88

thomas c. simpson, ’73
stuart a. sklar, ’85
david w. sommerfeld, ’67
thomas J. strobl, ’79
James sukkar, ’78
william m. sweet, ’78
marshall s. tauber, ’81
charles J. taunt, ’74
michael J. taylor, ’76
James c. thomas, ’73
Jason J. thompson, ’92
matthew l. turner, ’93
b.a. tyler, ’75
anthony urbani ii, ’82
ralph f. valitutti, Jr., ’76
howard J. victor, ’77
richard s. victor, ’75
Kathy J. vogt, ’86
ronald e. wagner, ’75
michael d. weaver, ’90
brian w. whitelaw, ’81
david J. winter, ’77
sharon m. woods, ’71
charles h. worsfold, ’76
leroy h. wulfmeier iii, ’70
dennis e. Zacharski, ’77

■ rising stars
brian c. andress, ’07
eric c. bartley, ’06
Kristin b. bellar, ’06
torree J. breen, ’00
rosemary h. buhl, ’04
timothy J. dardas, ’00
rachel a. doxsie, ’03
rebecca J. dukes, ’04
paul J. dwaihy, ’03
trent K. english, ’04
michael o. fawaz, ’05
amanda m. fielder, ’06
gary w. francis, ’02
casey a. fry, ’05
dana a. Kreis glencer, ’98
brian a. hall, ’07
benjamin h. hammond,’02
henri o. harmon, ’06
scott w. Kraemer, ’06
James w. low, ’01
benjamin s. manson, ’03
Kelly m. martorano, ’03
christopher d. matthysse, ’99
sean p. mcnally, ’03
veronica valentine mcnally, ’03
Keri l. middleditch, ’01
carl t. rashid, ’03
courtney d. roschek, ’07
david r. russell, ’05
Joshua b. sanfield, ’03
robert h. s. schaffer, ’95
John c. schwartz, ’07
steven K. stawski, ’03
brandon J. stewart, ’05
richard w. warren, Jr., ’01
anne-marie vercruysse welch, ’07
richard J. Zecchino, ’00

2010
michigan 

super lawyers
andRising Stars

MSU College of Law congratulates the nearly 200 Law College 
alumni who were listed by Super Lawyers magazine as 

2010 Michigan Super Lawyers and Rising Stars.
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■ Alumni Profile

Judge Richard F. Suhrheinrich is a rare breed. His real-world 
experience as a trial lawyer, rainmaker, and partner of a 

leading law practice provided a perfect foundation for the 
demands of judiciously reviewing and ruling on weighty legal 
matters in the highest courts in the country.

President Ronald Reagan appointed Suhrheinrich to the u.S. 
District court for the Eastern District of Michigan in 1984. in 
1990, President George H. W. Bush appointed him to the u.S. 
court of appeals for the Sixth circuit, where he now serves as 
a senior judge, working in Lansing. The court has jurisdiction 
over four states and holds sessions in cincinnati.

a 1960 graduate of Wayne State university, Suhrheinrich 
earned a J.D. from Detroit college of Law (DcL) in 1963. He 
was fourth in his class of 85 law students and took on an early 
leadership role as class president. He also earned a Master of 
Laws (LL.M.) degree from the university of Virginia School of 
Law in 1990 and received an honorary Doctor of Laws (LL.D.) 
from MSu college of Law in 2001.

He started his career at the law firm of Moll, Desenberg, 
Purdy, Glover, & Bayer, and worked there for about five years. 
in 1969, Richard (Dick) Kitch, a mentor and colleague at the 
Moll law firm, invited Suhrheinrich to join him in setting up 
a new practice.

The law firm, Kitch and Suhrheinrich, opened with a focus on 
medical legal matters. Suhrheinrich handled a full caseload and 
over time began to manage the firm, building it up to include 
60 lawyers and an equal number of support staff. as the firm’s 

size and case volume grew, Suhrheinrich found himself working 
too much and sought to change the direction of his career.

Becoming a federal judge expanded his horizons. One of his 
landmark rulings came in the case of ACLU vs. Mercer County 
over a listing of the Ten commandments in a Kentucky 
courthouse. He wrote the opinion for three judges, noting 
that the Ten commandments, displayed in parity with other 
historical documents such as the Bill of Rights and the 
Declaration of independence, did not violate “separation of 
church and state.”

Suhrheinrich’s education prepared him for a wide range 
of legal challenges. He credits the Socratic method of law 
education—conceptualizing the law and its application—with 
his ability to think clearly about complex legal matters. He is a 
proponent of using this approach to teach the next generation 
of lawyers.

“i received a superb legal education,” Suhrheinrich says. 
“i never felt that an adversary in the courtroom or litigants 
appearing before me had any better legal education or thought 
conceptually different about the law than i did.”

Recalling his years at DcL, Suhrheinrich notes, “The Law 
college did not have many full-time faculty members, but it 
had great scholars both in the acting bar and on the permanent 
staff.” This intellectual heritage, combined with strong 
friendships among DcL colleagues, who share their expertise 
freely, holds great value for Suhrheinrich.

To convey his gratitude for the scholarships that allowed 

him to obtain a quality education at DcL, Suhrheinrich 
has generously set up a $150,000 gift to MSu college of 
Law through a contribution of life insurance. He also has a 
charitable gift annuity set up for the Michigan State university 
Museum.

Suhrheinrich was active on the DcL Board of Trustees from 
1985 to 2001 and served as the Board’s president from 1999 
to 2001. He was an associate professor for a total of 12 years 
(from 1975 to 1985 and 2001 to 2003), and a leader in the Law 
college’s move to East Lansing.

as head of the “space” committee, Suhrheinrich was charged 
with finding the right locale for the Law college. “i was the 
point man in working out the arrangements with (former MSu 
President) Peter McPherson,” says Suhrheinrich. He notes that 
fellow classmate Dick Heiss [then president of the DcL Board of 
Trustees] was “very supportive and a moving force in partnering 
with MSu.

“The decision to move to East Lansing was a good one,” 
Suhrheinrich says. “it enriched the curriculum, enhanced the 
stature of current graduates, and offered different academic 
opportunities.” Those advantages still hold true today.

Suhrheinrich has a strong sense about what a law degree 
should confer. “One should be taught to think conceptually 
about the law. it’s a professional school—not a graduate school,” 
he notes. “a law school must teach how to handle legal matters 
and how to think about the law.”

He observes that technology is changing the practice of law by 
taking away some basic work—such as wills and simple divorces, 
which can be done online—but also creating new opportunities. 
“Law is changing dramatically. Whether it’s for the better 
isn’t yet known,” he says. Suhrheinrich cites some examples 
of litigation trends. “Few civil suits are tried in federal court. 
The verdicts are so high that no one can afford to try a case, 
so they settle it. Does this create justice?”

Still, Suhrheinrich is optimistic about the legal profession. 
“There are some awfully good lawyers out there,” he says. He 
believes that students should go into the profession based on 
a passion “to obtain justice.”

Suhrheinrich has been married to Beverly for 53 years. 
Together, they have three children and six grandchildren. 
His son, Richard Jon Suhrheinrich, is a partner in his father’s 
former practice. •

For more information on making a current or future gift to 
MSu college of Law, contact Tina Kashat casoli, director of the 
Office of advancement, at 517-432-6842 or casoli@law.msu.edu.

   Judge and
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alumni and friends hit the links on a beautiful august 
day for the 13th annual MSu college of Law alumni 

association Golf Outing. a total of 114 golfers participated in 
the event, which was held at Forest akers West Golf course on 
the MSu campus. Sponsors covered the fees for 15 students, 
who were able to enjoy a valuable networking opportunity with 
alumni.

The nearly $16,000 raised by the event will benefit the alumni 
association’s Legacy Scholarship, which is available for children 
and grandchildren of Detroit college of Law and MSu Law 
alumni. Many thanks to the following sponsors:

CART SPONSOR
eTitle, Linda Orlans, ’87, MSu Law Trustee

bAG DROP SPONSOR
Kitch Drutchas Wagner Valitutti & Sherbrook

LUNCH SPONSOR
clif Haley, ’61, MSu Law President

bREAkFAST SPONSOR
MSu Federal credit union

CONTEST SPONSOR
Wilson, Kemp & associates, inc.

HOLE SPONSORS
Button Eddy Kolb & Sorrentino PLLc
Matthew Fedor, ’00
Donald Gasiorek, ’75, and Sam Morgan, ’84,
     of Gasiorek, Morgan & Greco, Pc
Jackson Lewis LLP
Thomas James, ’05
charlie Langton, ’87, MSu Law Trustee
Plunkett cooney
David J. Sparrow, ’51, MSu Law Trustee
Traverse Legal, PLc
Van Dyke, Gardner, Linn & Burkhart, LLP
Hon. Richard F. Suhrheinrich, ’63,
     MSu Law President Emeritus

STUDENT SPONSORS
Nancy abraham, ’88
Matthew Fedor, ’00
Professor Michele Halloran
carter G. Hodgson, ’02
Dean Joan W. Howarth
Professor clark Johnson, ’02
Jonathon Koenigsberg, ’00
Roger H. Lee, ’02
Sean McNally, ’03, of Kotz, Sangster, Wysocki and Berg
Veronica McNally, ’04
Michigan Business Forms
MSu Law career Services Office
MSu Law Office of advancement
MSu Law Geoffrey Fieger Trial Practice institute
associate Dean Kathy Payne, ’77
Sandra Schultz Mengel, ’79
assistant Dean Elliot Spoon
curtis Warner, ’02
Patrick Winters, ’03, and Beth Winters

■ MSU Law alumni and friends 
raised more than $15,000 to 
support scholarships for children 
and grandchildren of graduates.

■ (top right) Patrick Winters, ’03, Dean Joan Howarth, and Bryan 
Genrich, 2L

■ (right) Jules Olsman, ’78, and Judge Brian Zahra of the Michigan 
Court of Appeals

            aLumni aSSoCiaTion   Golf     Outing
         Generates Scholarship Support
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■ Donor Profile

Willard (Bill) and Marion Munro, both Michigan State 
university graduates, believe in giving back to the 

institution that has given them, their family, and the greater 
community outstanding educational opportunities and 
dynamic athletic events. The couple has provided two future 
gifts of $100,000 each to the MSu college of Law and the MSu 
athletics Department. This dual gift was set up as a charitable 
gift annuity.*

a major reason for giving to MSu runs as deep as family 
ties. Bill and Marion met while pursuing business degrees at 
MSu. They dated throughout college and married in 1946. 
upon receiving his law degree from Wayne State university Law 
School in 1951, Bill entered into solo practice in a firm bearing 
his name in Detroit; the firm later moved to Troy. although he 
was a general practitioner, he developed an expertise in federal 
estate taxes.

Bill was president of the MSu alumni club of Oakland 
county for several years, securing gifts from other graduates 
for student scholarships. The club also hosted social events and 
postgame parties at top venues in and around Detroit.

in 1992, the Munros’ son, andrew (andy), graduated from 
Detroit college of Law (DcL) and joined the firm, which became 
Munro and Munro. Bill retired in 1998, and the firm later 
merged with Howard & Howard.

When DcL affiliated with MSu in 1995 and moved to 
East Lansing, Bill knew that the Law college would need 

philanthropic support to forge its new partnership and thrive 
in its new location. To help ease the transition, Bill and Marion 
became committed donors. Both recognized that the Law 
college helps students prepare for a career that fits with today’s 
reality of law: more technology and greater specialization.

Lawyers in the Munro family will soon span three 
generations, since andy’s daughter, Sara, now attends MSu 
Law. another daughter, andrea, is a student in the MSu college 
of Human Medicine.

The Munros have been season ticket holders to Spartan 
football games for 47 years. Bill and Marion have attended 
many sporting events at MSu—everything from football to 
boxing—since their undergraduate years. Their gift to athletics 
is in support of student-athletes and the program that develops 
their potential on and off the field. •

*By deciding on a charitable gift annuity, the Munros are provided 
with a guaranteed stream of income at a fixed rate throughout their 
lives. Upon the death of the surviving annuitant, the remainder will go 
directly to MSU Law and the MSU Athletics Department. The Munros 
received a significant charitable deduction on their federal tax return 
for the year they established their gift annuity.

For more information on making a current or future gift to 
MSu college of Law, contact Tina Kashat casoli, director of the 
Office of advancement, at 517-432-6842 or casoli@law.msu.edu.

Law runS in munro FamiLy,  
giving baCk reinS imporTanT

■ Dean Joan Howarth (right) 
inducted Willard and Marion 
Munro into the MSU College 
of Law Donor Hall of Fame in 
October 2009.

 W i L L a R D  &  M a R i O N  M u N R O

MSu college of Law is deeply grateful to the nearly 1,000 
alumni and friends who donate to the Law college each 

year. To show its appreciation, MSu Law hosted annual donors 
of $500 or more and cumulative donors who are members of 
the circle of Friends giving societies at a strolling dinner and 
celebration at the Bloomfield Hills country club on October 20.

“alumni and friend support is vital to our annual programs, 
services, and student scholarship,” said Tina Kashat casoli, 
director of the MSu Law Office of advancement. “Gifts of 
philanthropic support fuel our programs and enable the Law 
college to continue to provide promising current and future 
students access to a great legal education.”

The event was hosted by alan ackerman, a Law college friend 
and major supporter whose beloved father, irving ackerman, 
was a 1931 graduate of the Detroit college of Law. ackerman 
was joined by co-hosts Elaine Fieldman, ’76, Linda M. Orlans, 
’87, and John F. Schaefer, ’69.

M S u  L aW  S a L u T E S  D O N O R S 
a T  a P P R E c i a T i O N  E V E N T

■ (top right) Generous scholarship supporters Willie Gibbons, Jenifer 
Franklin, ’97, and Joan Kalustian

■ (center right) Paul Lay, ’69, Carol Lay, Howard Victor, ’77, and 
Gail Victor

■ (bottom right) MSU Law Trustee Charles Janssen, Alan Ackerman, 
Sharyl Ackerman, and MSU Law President Clif Haley, ’61
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Thanks to the support and generosity of seven foundations and one anonymous donor, 
Michigan State university college of Law recently completed research that could potentially 

save the lives of individuals on North carolina’s death row. The foundations and anonymous 
donor collectively contributed more than $500,000. Donors include:

 � a. J. Fletcher Foundation
 � Butler Family Fund
 � Maverick Lloyd Foundation
 � Open Society institute
 � Proteus action League
 � Vital Projects Fund, inc.
 � Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation

The North carolina Racial Justice act of 2009 provides that every person currently sentenced 
to death in North carolina and any person facing a potential death sentence in the future “may 
seek relief . . . upon the ground that racial considerations played a significant part in the decision 
to seek or impose the sentence of death.” if the court finds race to be a factor, the court must 
convert the death sentence to a life sentence without the possibility of parole or, for pending 
cases, order that death not be sought.

The act prompted two Michigan State university college of Law professors to undertake a 
comprehensive study examining whether race was a factor in capital case charging, sentencing, 
and juror selection decisions during the 20-year-period from 1990 to 2010.

“in early august 2010, we completed enough work on the studies to file affidavits in support 
of claims by more than 150 death row inmates and at least one defendant facing a future capital 
prosecution,” said catherine Grosso, MSu Law professor. “The claims found discrimination in 
jury selection and in the treatment of cases with at least one white victim.”

Professor Grosso was joined in the study by MSu Law Professor Barbara O’Brien. The two 
designed and conducted the research, which included collecting and coding information on 
1,562 cases from across North carolina. The jury selection study collected and coded every set 
of jury selection decisions for every person currently on death row in North carolina. according 
to Grosso, “it would not have been possible to complete these two studies in just 12 months 
without the support of these donors.”

“We are so appreciative of the donors who recognized the landmark nature of the North 
carolina Racial Justice act and agreed to provide the resources necessary to carry out the MSu 
Law studies,” Professor O’Brien added. “We also appreciate that MSu Law believed enough in 
this effort to provide all operational costs for the study.” •

norTh CaroLina 

Racial 
Justice act 

STudy proJeCT

■

Generous 
donations 

help support 
landmark racial 

justice study

■ 

■ Professors Catherine Grosso (left) and Barbara O’Brien
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■ Donor Profile

Living a robust life is what it’s all about for Bob Parenti,  
 ’51. Giving back to MSu college of Law through a 

charitable gift annuity is his way to help other veterans 
pursue law degrees.

“i was so pleased to help other veterans as a way of 
giving back. i am grateful for the help that i received 
while going to law school,” he said. “i went to law school 
on the G.i. Bill and had financial concerns since i was 
married and our son, Robert Jr., was born during my first year 
of law school.”

The multifaceted Parenti is a romantic at heart who also 
enjoys writing. His book, A Story of Love and War, portrays 
his experience as a World War ii soldier through the 
letters he sent to his girlfriend, Laurie, who became his 
wife in 1946.

unbeknownst to him, Laurie kept those letters safely 
tucked away in a large box, which he discovered in 2001. Parenti 
realized his letters held interest as they reported on his life as 
a soldier and provided a diversion from the daily grind and 
horrors of war. “i had the luck of the soldier,” he said. “i was 
lucky to have survived the war.” He contributed the proceeds 
of the book, which also became a 30-minute documentary, to 
war memorial initiatives in public parks.

Parenti worked in private practice in Michigan for 30 years 
and for five years in Florida. He capped his career by joining 
forces with Willie Gary—senior partner of Gary, Williams, 
Finney, Lewis, Watson & Sperando—to become the f irst 
caucasian partner in a leading african american firm.

Parenti is now of counsel at the Gary law firm, assessing the 
merits of new cases. His newest book, Giant Killers, details some 
of the firm’s cases, including a $500 million verdict against 
a canadian conglomerate 
attempting to monopolize 
the funeral home business 
in Mississippi, and a suit by 
the family of baseball legend 
Roger Maris against anheuser-Busch, inc., for breach of a 
lucrative Budweiser beer distributorship contract.

in their 63 years of marriage, the Parentis have raised three 
accomplished children and have three grandchildren. at age 84, 
Bob still relishes being a go-getter with a sharp lawyer’s mind 
who follows his interests and cherishes his marriage to Laurie, 
whom he describes as “the love of my life.” Some might call it 
luck, but such luck sure takes a lot of effort.

The Parentis’ future gift to the Law college will provide 
financial assistance for students who are veterans. Their gift 
is set up as a one-life charitable gift annuity, providing Laurie 
with a fixed and guaranteed stream of income for the rest of her 

life. at Laurie’s death, the balance of the gift will be directed 
to the Law college for the veteran’s clinic program. charitable 
gift annuities qualify for a tax deduction in the year in which 
the gift annuity is established, and much of the annual income 
may be received tax-free. •

For more information on making a current or future gift to 
MSu college of Law, contact Tina Kashat casoli, director of the 
Office of advancement, at 517-432-6842 or casoli@law.msu.edu.
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■ (above left) Face-painting clowns had kids asking for more

■ (above right) Associate Dean Glen Staszewski, his wife Nora, and their son took part in the picnic festivities

More than 200 alumni, families, friends, faculty, and staff 
gathered on the Law college lawn for an old-fashioned 

picnic on September 12. all enjoyed a fun-filled day that 
included face painting, balloon characters, a magic show, MSu 
fire trucks, a bounce house, and a variety of picnic treats.

“This event brings together the entire MSu Law family and 
creates an opportunity to socialize and have a little fun with 
alumni, friends, faculty, and staff,” said angela Hunt, MSu 
Law alumni coordinator. “colleagues and alumni with young 
children can’t always attend evening functions. The picnic is 
an event where children of all ages are welcome and where we 
can showcase the Law college in a different way.” ■ (left) Kids enjoyed the bouncy 

slide
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MSu Law alumni and friends gathered at the Law college 
on October 15 and 16 for reunions and the annual 

alumni association Homecoming Tailgate.

■ (above left) Spartan fans enjoyed the tailgate

■ (above right) Thomas Bowen, ’77 (center), celebrated with his sons, 
David Bowen, ’06 (left), and Marc Bowen, ’09

■ (left) Professor Elan Stavros Nichols, ’00, Christine Dodd-Seppala, 
’00, and Elsie Mandadakis, ’00, celebrated their 10-year reunion

HOMEcOMiNG
WEEKEND2010

Swearing-In 
Ceremony

Ta iLGaT E

 10 -Y Ea R R Eu N iON

 K i NG ScHOL a R S R EcEP T iON

■ (top) Amanda Frank, 2L, Richard Warren, ’01, Professor Kevin 
Saunders, and Joseph Cabosky, 2L

■ (above) Visiting Professor Ann Tweedy, Dean Joan Howarth, 
Director of Diversity Services Mary Ferguson, Kevin Grattan, 2L, 
Natalie Weiss, 2L, and Aaron Simonson, 1L

MSu college of Law held a swearing-in ceremony 
for the State Bar of Michigan on November 9. 

The following class of 2010 graduates were sworn in 
at the event by Judge Rosemarie E. aquilina of the 30th 
Judicial circuit court:

Matthew Robert allen
Omari chioke Boone
Shawn Patrick calabrese
Matthew David coté
Timothy Mark Feehan
Dustin Michael Ford
Susan ann Fyan
Sara christine Gaugier
Victoria Jean Hyde
Bridget ashley Karns
Joni Gabriel Klingler
James McDonald Leiby
Paul alexander McDonald
Molly ann Phillips
Jennifer Lynn Shaltry
christopher Ryan Slavin
Gloria Michelle Stamat
alessa Jill Thomas
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ADVANCING KNOWLEDGE. TRANSFORMING LIVES.

The Law college once again boasted 100 percent 
participation by staff in the all university (all u) 

Faculty and Staff campaign and topped all other Michigan 
State university units by achieving a 91.5 percent overall 
participation rate. The MSu Honors college was in second 
place in the degree-granting category with 55 percent 
participation, and MSu university Development trailed the 
Law college in the non-degree-granting category with 70 
percent participation.

Faculty and staff demonstrated their support of MSu 
Law by raising more than $35,000 for student scholarships 
and other programs through the all u campaign. Professor 

theresa allen

connell alsup, ph.d., ’90

Jack p. apol

randy avery

barbara bean

bruce bean

Jacklyn a. beard

mary a. bedikian, ’80

lori a. blankenship, ’05

rhonda bleisner

william c. bower, ’06

Kristi l. bowman

hannah J. brenner

cynthia c. bullington

margaret d. burns

craig r. callen

tina K. casoli

stephanie l. crino

nicole s. dandridge

tiffani n. darden

James e. darnton

ronald a. deneweth, ’77

pamela a. dirkse

brent l. domann, ’08

robin m. doutre

Jane m. edwards

paul w. edwards

teresa eldred

david s. favre

carrie r. feeheley, ’07

mary a. ferguson, ’02

robert m. filiatrault, ’70

matthew fletcher

Kristen l. flory

Kathryn e. fort, ’05

neal d. fortin, ’02

John a. garcia

Kimberly d. gardner

Kevin s. gentry

amy s. graham, ’05

sarah e. haigh

clif haley, ’61

linda hall

michele l. halloran

hildur hanna

Jeremy t. harrison

philip d. heavilin, ii

Janet a. hedin, ’83

Joan w. howarth

wayne r. hutchison

melanie b. Jacobs

sam r. Jadaoun

John J. Jerry, Jr.

clark c. Johnson, ll.d., ’02

brian c. Kalt

margaret a. Kiel

steven Klukowski

renee n. Knake

Julie Krueger

Kelly a. Kussmaul

James c. lamacchia, ii

richard c. lameti

betty Jo lange

deanne a. lawrence

michael a. lawrence

anne m. lawton

erika n. marzorati

sheryl t. matsudo

amy c. mccormick

robert a. mccormick

veronica v. mcnally, ’04

James mercurio

nicholas mercuro

michelle r. mitchell

noga morag-levine

lumen n. mulligan

scott J. nagele

naomi gaynor neilsen, ’96

sue l. nelson

elan a. stavros nichols, ’00

barbara m. o’brien

amanda J. olivier

daphne o’regan, ’00

sean a. pager

Kathleen e. payne, ’77

John d. pirich

Kathleen s. prince

goldie pritchard

Jennifer J. Qureshi

Jessica i. rademacher

frank s. ravitch

John a. resotko

sally rice

Jared a. roberts, ’99

charles roboski

Jennifer a. rosa

Kevin saunders

laurie a. schaibly, ’00

diana shkreli, ’09

elliot a. spoon

cynthia l. starnes

glen a. staszewski

rita c. stevenson

Kristin l. sutton

charles J. ten brink

david b. thronson

veronica t. thronson

mark a. totten

george e. ward

andrew J. welsch

beth wey

applebee’s neighborhood grill

beggar’s banquet

the college store

cosi

dick’s sporting goods

dublin square irish pub

eagle eye golf course

forest akers golf course

gringo’s authentic mexican grill

Kellogg hotel & conference center state room restaurant

east lansing marriott at university place

marvelanes & lounge

max & erma’s

mitchell’s fish market

ncg cinemas

the peanut barrel

the pizza house

spartan hall of fame café

sparty’s

starbucks

the stillwater grill

wharton center

wild goose inn

MANY THANkS TO THE FOLLOWING ALL U CAMPAIGN FACULTY AND STAFF DONORS:
 

THANkS ALSO TO THE FOLLOWING bUSINESSES, WHICH DONATED PRODUCTS TO THE MSU LAW ALL U CAMPAIGN: 

■ MSU Law staff donors Pamela Dirske and 
Sarah Haigh show off their All U Campaign prizes

MSU Degree-Granting Units
unit Overall Participation for Entire Fiscal Year: 2009–10
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Brian Kalt, who served as a team captain for faculty, 
expressed the importance of this campaign. “The faculty 
at MSu Law are committed to providing a great education 
to current and future law students,” he stated. “To further 
this goal, we recognize the importance of giving back to the 
school in support of student scholarships and programs.”

in September, faculty and staff donors celebrated their all 
u campaign success at an ice-cream social and wrap-up, at 
which donors won prizes including restaurant and clothing 
gift certificates, golf passes, and gift baskets. The Office 
of advancement looks forward to MSu Law leading the 
university once again in next year’s campaign!



2010 MENTOR PROGRAM kICkS OFF
The MSu college of Law alumni association launched its 2010 alumni Mentor Program at an 
October 19 reception at the Law college. Seth Rodack, ’96, alumni association parliamentarian, 
and Brian Davis, ’10, associate director of alumni engagement, spoke about the important 
guidance and support that current students receive through the program as they navigate law 
school and explore potential legal career paths.

The program, now in its fourth year, has a positive impact on both alumni and students. “it 
provides a unique opportunity for students to connect with alumni and obtain real-world advice 
about the law school experience and career possibilities,” said Matthew Rettig, ’04, program chair.

More than 500 alumni and students have participated in the program to date. To become a 
mentor, sign up at www.law.msu.edu/mentor or call the Office of advancement at 517-432-6840.

 

bLACk LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION SCHOLARSHIP bENEFIT
Monique claiborne, aliyah Sabree, ’10, and Douglas Grissom, ’07, (below) enjoyed themselves at 
the august 7 Black Law Student association (BLSa) Scholarship Benefit. Eric Sabree, ’96, and 
his wife, Badriyyah, hosted the event at their lovely Detroit home, providing an opportunity for 
alumni and other community leaders to support this important scholarship initiative.
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mSu aLumni S E E N + H E A R D 
STATE bAR ANNUAL MEETING ALUMNI RECEPTION
MSu Law alumni mingled at a September 30 reception at the State Bar of Michigan annual 
Meeting. The event, which was held at the amway Grand Plaza Hotel in Grand Rapids, celebrated 
the State Bar’s 75th anniversary. 

■ Professor David Favre and Adjunct Professor Ron D. Robinson, ’83, visited at the State Bar event.

bOOk AWARDS

Morganti Award
a special thanks to andrew Morganti, ’97, who recently established the andrew Morganti Book 
award to honor Professor Kevin Kennedy’s influence on his legal career. Professor Kennedy 
teaches international civil Litigation at MSu college of Law. a $500 book award was given to 
the student with the highest grade in that class. This year’s recipient was Jeramie Murray, 3L.

State Bar Real Property Award
The State Bar of Michigan Real Property Section established a book award for $500 for the 
MSu Law student who most exhibited high achievement in this year’s condominium Law 
class, and who expressed the intent to practice in Michigan after graduation. The recipient is 
also invited to attend the Real Property Summer conference at no cost. Jehan Farrag, 3L, was 
this year’s recipient.

■ (far left) Professor Kevin 
Kennedy, Andrew Morganti, 
’97, and Jeramie Murray, 3L

■ (left) Jehan Farrag, 3L

■ Steve Vella, ’82, and 
Kelechi Nnodim, 3L

■ (above) Kelli King, 2L, and 
Howard Victor, ’77

There is more to this picture than meets the eye!

Professors clark Johnson, ’02, and Ronald Deneweth, ’77, seen 
here showing off their classic and new Ford Mustangs, go 
back more than 30 years as friends and colleagues. The two 
formerly practiced law together, and Johnson was instrumental 
in convincing Deneweth to teach construction Law as an 
adjunct professor at MSu Law. MSu Law is proud to call them 
professors, alumni, and circle of Friends donors.



�ircl�
  �riend�o�

John J. Danhoff Society  
$1 Million and Above

Mr. Donald L. castle, Sr.†, ’36, 
& Mrs. Edna P. castle†

Mr. John a. Downs, ii†, ’43, 
& Mrs. clover E. Downs†

Mr. Geoffrey N. Fieger, ’79, 
& Mrs. Keenie Fieger

President clif Haley, ’61, 
& Mrs. carolyn a. Haley

Mr. James L. Mattison† 
& Mrs. Bertha Mattison†

Mr. John F. Schaefer, ’69, 
& Mrs. Marta Schaefer

Charles H. King Society  
$500,000–$999,999

 Mr. L. D. MacLean†, ’55, 
& Mrs. Frances MacLean

Mr. William H. Paddison† 
& Mrs. Janet Paddison†

Mr. irvin H. Yackness†, ’41, 
& Mrs. June Yackness†

A.J. Thomas Society  
$250,000–$499,999

 Mr. Paul J. Lay, ’69, & Mrs. carol L. Lay
Prof. Emeritus Edward J. Littlejohn, ’70
Mr. Willard E. Munro 

& Mrs. Marion J. Munro

Heritage Club  
$100,000–$249,999

 Mr. alan T. ackerman 
& Mrs. Sharyl ackerman

Mr. Samuel P. Frankel†, ’35, 
& Mrs. Jean Frankel

Mr. Harold H. Gordon†, ’51, 
& Mrs. Marion T. Gordon

Mr. Richard W. Heiss, ’63, 
& Mrs. Nancy J. Heiss

inData corporation
Mr. Edwin W. Jakeway, ’61, 

& Mrs. Suzanne Jakeway
Prof. Emeritus clark c. Johnson, ’02, 

& Ms. Kerry S. Johnson, ’90
Mrs. Joan R. Kalustian
Mr. charles E. Langton, ’87, 

& Mrs. Lisa a. Langton, ’88
Mr. Norman L. Lippitt, ’60
MSu college of Law alumni association
Ms. Jean a. Marson†, ’72
Mr. Richard D. McLellan, ’67
Mr. Harold W. Oehmke†, ’72, 

& Mrs. Elizabeth Oehmke†

Open Society institute
Mr. John D. Pirich & Mrs. Mary Beth Pirich
Mr. Perry W. Richwine†, ’27, 

& Mrs. Janet H. Richwine†

Mr. David J. Sparrow, ’51
Hon. Richard F. Suhrheinrich, ’63, 

& Mrs. Beverly Suhrheinrich
Hon. Thomas a. Van Tiem, Sr., ’60, 

& Mrs. Helen Van Tiem
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation, inc.

Founders Club  
$50,000–$99,999

 anonymous
Mr. Michael Berry, ’50, 

& Mrs. cynthia a. Berry
Mr. David W. christensen, ’72
Ms. Jenifer M. Franklin, ’97
Mr. Paul L. Greer†, ’51, 

& Mrs. Jacqueline Murphy Greer
Mrs. Doreen N. Hermelin
Mr. Julian G. Mcintosh†, ’28, 

& Mrs. Vera Mcintosh†

Mr. Mayer Morganroth, ’54, 
& Mrs. Sheila Morganroth

Ms. Linda M. Orlans, ’87
Mr. Robert V. Parenti, ’51, 

& Mrs. Laurie Parenti
Mr. Kenneth J. Robinson
Vital Projects Fund, inc.

 † Deceased

Donor Societies
Benefactors Club  

$25,000–$49,999

anonymous
Mr. George B. Bashara, Jr.†, ’60, 

& Mrs. Suzanne Bashara
Mr. Raymond R. Behan, ’60, 

& Mrs. Lorraine Behan
Mr. James S. Bicknell, iii†, ’54, 

& Mrs. Doris Bicknell
Mr. Terence L. Blackburn 

& Ms. catherine Dwyer
Mr. Joseph J. Buttigieg, iii, ’75, 

& Mrs. Mary K. Buttigieg
Mr. Russell a. Buyers, ’65, 

& Mrs. Sue Ellen Buyers
Ms. Jean P. carl†, ’68
Mr. Peter J. carras, ’62, 

& Mrs. Barbara D. carras
Prof. Emeritus charles H. clarke† 

& Mrs. Leticia G. clarke
Hon. avern cohn & Mrs. Lois cohn
Mr. Daniel J. Desmet, ’85
Prof. David S. Favre & Mrs. Martha E. Favre
Prof. Robert M. Filiatrault, ’70
Mr. Peter B. Fletcher
Mr. Kim a. Gasior, ’85, & Mrs. Diane K. Gasior
Prof. Emeritus Nancy D. Heathcote 

& Mr. William L. Heathcote
Herbert and Elsa Ponting Foundation
Mr. anthony E. Kenny, ’70, 

& Mrs. Sharon a. Kenny
Mr. alan J. Lazette 

& Mrs. charlene V. P. Lazette
Mr. a. Bart Lewis, ’64
Ms. Kathryn L. Ossian, ’84, 
 & Mr. James E. Linn
Mr. albert Lopatin†, ’53, 

& Mrs. Beverly Lopatin
Mr. Peter J. Lucido, ’88, 

& Mrs. ann Marie Lucido
Maverick Lloyd Foundation
Mr. David M. Miro, ’30, & Mrs. Bernice Miro
Mr. Marvin R. Novick†, ’52 

 & Mrs. Margaret a. Novick
Mr. Jerry Raymond†, ’64, 

& Mrs. Justine Raymond
Mr. Karl L. Seavitt†, ’42, 

& Mrs. Margaret L. Seavitt†

Mr. S. Gary Spicer, ’69
Winston-Salem Foundation
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Many thanks to the donors listed below, who are members of the Law College’s Circle of Friends Donor Society for their cumulative, lifetime giving.

■ Alumni Profile

at 18, Kathryn Ossian embarked on her college career at 
Michigan State university with a major in food science. a 

star student in her Novi high school, she had been encouraged 
to major in science and found herself in organic chemistry class 
her first year on campus.

“i looked around and thought, ‘i’m not into this the way 
these people are,’” Ossian says with a laugh. She switched to 
economics, and soon found herself in an antitrust class taught 
by former Law college President Walter adams.

“He used the Socratic Method in class, and it was a good 
introduction to law school,” she says. “Once i changed my major 
to economics, i pretty much knew i was going to go down that 
path.” Ossian graduated from the Law college in 1984.

Today Ossian is a leader in the metro Detroit legal 
community, and a principal at Miller canfield, heading its team 
of lawyers dedicated to information technology (iT) law. She 
counsels major corporations, school districts, and individuals 
on how to legally navigate the brave new world of technology, 
and speaks around the country on the myriad legal issues 
technology raises.

Her work on iT began in 1997, 10 years into her tenure with 
Miller canfield. Ossian, a litigator at the time, had a couple of 
cases of computer contracts gone bad. The cases piqued her 
interest in the transactional side of iT law. Miller canfield 
didn’t have an iT legal team at the time, and Ossian saw 
opportunity.

“information technology was a niche we didn’t have. it was 
a new and upcoming area at the time,” she says. “i started 
transitioning and picking up those cases. [My] litigation 

experience was really helpful to contracts. i realized there were 
pitfalls and we didn’t want to leave things vague.”

Ossian’s work has earned her accolades and led to speaking 
engagements and writing assignments. Michigan Super 
Lawyers named Ossian one of the Top 50 Women Lawyers of 
2009. a former case notes editor for the Detroit College of Law 
Review, Ossian now writes a regular column for MLive and 
has published in the Michigan Business Law Journal and Corp! 
magazine.

She’s also engaged in her community: Ossian is a member 
of the armenian Bar association, past president of the local 
armenian-american Bar association, and a board member for 
Girl Scouts of Southeastern Michigan (she was also a troop 
leader for 13 years).

Some of Ossian’s most active involvement has been with 
the Law college, from which, she happily notes, her nephew 
graduated in 2009. She spent several years as a member of the 
MSu Law development council and today regularly attends 
alumni events. She’s a member of the Law college’s circle of 
Friends donor society at the Benefactor’s club level.

“Giving back to the school is a role that’s important to 
me,” she says. “all of us who graduated owe something to the 
school for that education. My view is that we really should give 
something back. Not just, ‘Well, i paid my tuition and i’m done.’ 
To me it’s an ongoing commitment.

“My long-range plan is that, when i retire, the practice is 
sustainable and my associates can take it over,” she adds. “it’s 
the same with the school—for those of us who are graduates to 
look to the school and see what we can do to help.” •

      K a T H R Y N  O S S i a N

Forward-
Looking
CommuniTy
Leader
giveS baCk
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 † Deceased

Donor Societies

■ Because the Law College is a private, nonprofit 
institution and separate 501(c)3 from MsU, donations 
from our alumni and friends help fund the Law 
College’s programs and operations. Please keep MsU 
Law in mind when making your charitable gifts, and 
consider the Law College in your estate planning. 
Contact Tina Kashat Casoli at 517-432-6842 
or casoli@law.msu.edu to learn more.

I'm an alum...

“Just having the MSU name—a name that 
is synonymous with a quality education—
behind my degree really benefitted me. 
The MSU Law education is second to none.”
   —antavius m. weems, ’01
      managing partner, 
      the weems firm (atlanta, georgia)

f i n d  u s  o n :

w w w . l a w . m s u . e d u / a l u m n i

Join the MSu college of Law alumni association to connect 
with fellow graduates in all 50 states and abroad while you 
benefit from the valuable networking opportunities and fun 
social events that we hold throughout the year.
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Presidents Club  
$10,000–$24,999

anonymous
a. J. Fletcher Foundation
Mr. Patrick R. anderson, ’05, 
 & Mrs. Stephanie anderson
Mr. Ralph W. Barbier, Jr., ’63
Hon. Marianne O. Battani, ’72
Mr. Daniel H. Bliss, ’87, & Mrs. Margaret L. Bliss
Mr. Saul Bluestone†, ’68, & Mrs. Eleanor Bluestone
Mr. irving R. Blum†, ’59
Mr. clarence M. Burton, iii, ’80
Butler Family Fund
Mr. Milton W. Bush, Sr.†, ’34, & Mrs. Lodie Bush
Prof. craig R. callen
Mr. Ralph H. cann, Jr., ’51, & Mrs. Eleanor J. cann
Mr. Henry N. carnaby, ’84, & Mrs. cathleen carnaby
Mr. Patrick G. casey†, ’59, & Ms. Barbara M. casey
Mr. Daniel E. castner, ’72, & Ms. cecilia castner
Ms. carole L. chiamp, ’72
Ms. Karen a. chopra, ’95
Mr. Daniel M. clark, ’63, & Mrs. Suzanne clark
Mr. Michael G. conniff, Sr., ’70
Mr. Timothy J. conroy, ’58
Ms. Margaret a. costello, ’88
Mr. Jerry cotter, Jr., ’59
Mr. Thomas a. cover, ’82, & Mrs. Julianne cover
Mr. adam J. Dadaou, ’60, & Ms. Effie Dadaou
Mr. George H. Denfield†, ’53, & Mrs. Renee Denfield
Mr. Frederick D. Dilley, ’76, & Mrs. Elizabeth E. Dilley
Mr. Sam DuBois†, ’57
Mr. James W. Duff, Sr., ’67, & Mrs. caroline S. Duff
Mr. Ronald L. Estes, ’05, 
 & Ms. Barbarose Guastello, ’06
Mr. William J. Ewald, ’73, & Mrs. Deanna M. Ewald
Ms. Virginia M. Farhat†

Mr. Matthew S. Fedor, ’00, & Ms. amy c. Slameka, ’99
Prof. Joseph L. Flack, Jr., ’76 
Hon. charles M. Forster, ’62, & Mrs. Dianna Forster
Mr. Michael D. Gibson, ’80
Mr. Gregory L. Gilbert, ’75, & Mrs. cheryl a. Gilbert
Mr. Donald W. Grant†, ’42
Mr. Thomas Guastello, ’70
Dr. Thomas H. Hammond 
 & Dr. christine M. Hammond
Prof. Jeremy T. Harrison & Prof. Laura E. Harrison
Mr. D. craig Henry, ’71, & Mrs. Judith M. Henry
Mr. Stuart E. Hertzberg
Mr. Thomas H. Hill, ’83, & Mrs. Sue Hill
Mr. Frederick H. Hoffecker, ’70, 
 & Mrs. Elizabeth Hoffecker
Mr. Myles B. Hoffert, ’71, & Ms. Ronna G. Hoffert
Mr. charles P. Hoffman, Jr., ’79, & Mrs. Marcia L. Reed

James and Lynelle Holden Fund
Mr. Lewis L. Hole, ’60
Dean Joan W. Howarth & Ms. carmen Estrada 
Hudson-Webber Foundation
Mr. Richard W. Hughes, ’75
Dr. B. J. Humphreys, ’57, & Mrs. Laura Humphreys
Mr. Michael H. James, ’78, & Ms. Lesli James
Mr. Thomas W. James, ’05, & Mrs. angela M. James
Mr. charles a. Janssen & Mrs. Lea anne L. Janssen
Hon. Frank E. Jeannette†, ’33
Mr. Maurice G. Jenkins, ’81, 
 & Mrs. corlyss connors-Jenkins
J.P. Morgan chase Foundation
Mr. Louis W. Kasischke, ’67, 
 & Mrs. Sandra a. Kasischke
Mr. Edward L. Keller, ’59
Mr. Frank J. Kelley & Mrs. Nancy a. Kelley
Mr. Michael J. Kelly, ’88
Hon. Kurt G. Kersten, ’53, & Mrs. Lenore E. Kersten
Mr. Konrad D. Kohl, ’51
Mr. Edward J. Kreski, ’81
Mr. Donald a. Kuebler, ’66, & Mrs. cheryl K. Kuebler
Mr. Lyndon J. Lattie, ’61
assoc. Dean Michael a. Lawrence 
 & Prof. Deanne a. Lawrence
Mr. Frederick Lichtman†, ’51, & Mrs. Naomi Lichtman
Hon. arthur J. Lombard & Mrs. Frederica Lombard
Mrs. Sarah Luick
Mr. Robert c. Macomber, Sr.†, ’43, 
 & Mrs. Dorothy Macomber
Mr. charles a. Malone, ’70
Mr. Victor G. Marrocco, ’70, & Ms. Frances Marrocco
Mr. James N. Martin, ’68
Mr. William M. Mazey†, ’51, & Mrs. Emma Mazey
Mr. Joseph F. Mccarthy, ’72, & Mrs. Janet a. Mccarthy
Mr. aubrey V. Mccutcheon, Jr., ’61
Mr. Martin Mcinerney
Mr. Thomas P. McKenney, ’78, 
 & Ms. Jane G. McKenney
Hon. Marion a. Moore, ’71
Mr. Michael G. Morris, ’81, & Ms. Linda c. Morris
Mr. andrew J. Munro, ’79
Mr. Joseph a. Murphy, Jr., ’62, 
 & Mrs. Joanne Becker Murphy
Mr. John D. Nickola, ’66, 
 & Mrs. Barbara a. Menear Nickola
Mr. Dennis H. Nystrom, ’67
Dr. Jonathan P. O’Brien, ’04, & Ms. amelia V. Katanski
Mr. Patrick J. O’Brien, ’77, & Mrs. amy L. O’Brien
Mr. Robert c. Odle, Jr., ’69
Mr. Jules B. Olsman, ’78, 
 & Mrs. Barbara L. Grossman Olsman
Mr. Peter J. Palmer, ’68, & Mrs. Diane D. Palmer
assoc. Dean Kathleen E. Payne, ’77, 
 & Mr. Jeffrey B. Goldsmith

Mr. Michael a. Pelavin†, ’60, & Mrs. Natalie Pelavin
Hon. David M. Peterson, ’70, 
 & Mrs. Marilyn S. Peterson
Mr. Frank M. Polasky, ’50
Ms. Jennifer R. Poteat, ’04
Prof. albert T. Quick & Prof. Emeritus Brenda J. Quick
Prof. c. Nicholas Revelos†

Mr. Harry E. Roer, ’64
Mr. George T. Roumell, Jr., & Mrs. affie Roumell
Mrs. Laurie a. Schaibly, ’00, & Mr. Paul M. Schaibly
Mr. carl J. Schoeninger, ’70, 
 & Mrs. Mary Beth Schoeninger
Mr. Michael B. Serling, ’70, & Mrs. Elaine K. Serling
Ms. Kathleen a. Sheehan, ’88
Mr. Richard c. Shoop
Mr. G. R. Sims, ’73, & Mrs. ann M. Sims
Mr. charles M. Sirhal†, ’57, & Mrs. charlotte Sirhal
Mr. a. Ronald Sirna, Jr., ’71, & Mrs. Jessie D. Sirna
Dr. William E. Smith, ’74, & Dr. Donna a. Smith
Mr. David W. Sommerfeld, ’67, 
 & Mrs. anne T. Sommerfeld
Mr. Norman S. Sommers, ’42, & Mrs. Judy Sommers
Mr. Myzell Sowell†, ’52
Hon. Larry J. Stecco, ’67, & Mrs. Pamela a. Stecco
Mr. Robert J. Stephan, ’67, & Mrs. Mary a. Stephan
Mr. Monte R. Story†, ’71, & Mrs. Barbara B. Story†

assoc. Dean charles J. Ten Brink
Mr. Elmo J. Tibaldi†, ’40
Ms. ann Tomlanovich, ’93
Mr. Robert a. Tremain, ’70, & Mrs. anne Tremain
Trott & Trott, P.c.
uaW
     caP council
     Region 1 caP
     Region 1a caP
     Region 1c caP
     Region 1D Retired Workers
Mr. Howard J. Victor, ’77, & Ms. Gail R. Victor
Mr. Ronald E. Wagner, ’75
Mr. Michael J. Watza, ’86, & Mrs. Janet M. Watza
Mr. H. Wayne Wells
Mr. Russel c. Wells, ’64, & Reverend Shirley L. Wells
Mr. Douglas M. West, ’74
Mr. Richard N. Wiener, ’76, 
 & Mrs. Rajkumari M. Wiener
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■ January 
 TBD   Alumni Association Outreach Campaign 

 TBD   Law Firm Challenge kickoff Lunch

■ February 
 22 & 23 bar Exam breakfast and Lunch 
    Kellogg center

Mark Your Calendars
Join your fellow alumni and friends for the following events. 
visit www.law.msu.edu/alumni/alumni-events.html for more information and to reserve a spot. 

■ March 
 2  Michigan state Law review 
   Student/Alumni Reception 
   Birmingham country club

 15  Jewish Legal Society 
   Student/Alumni Networking Night 
   Miller, canfield, Paddock and Stone, Detroit

 25  black Law Students Association Dinner

 TBD   Fieger Trial Practice Institute Alumni Reunion

 TBD   Moot Court Reunion


